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Editorial:
Looking Back, Looking Forward

With this issue, my term as editor of LRTS comes to an end. It has been
an exhilarating experience, a time of intellectual and professional growth,
and an opportunity to work with many interesting colleagues, whose ideas
and articles taught me much about my own field. It has been very much like
taking a long journey in which I have covered uncharted territory, discov-
ered new horizons, and crossed the most varied and fascinating terrain.
Each article presented new ideas. My job has been to understand them and
their context, and to assist their authors in bringing the ideas into the schol-
arly public forum we call LRTS.

Looking back, many highlights warm the memory: Winners of the
"Best of LR?S Award"-Roxanne Sellberg's "The Teaching of Catalog-
ing in U.S. Library Schools" (Jan. 1988) and Joe A. Hewitt's "On the
Nature of Acquisitions" (Apr. 1989); the news columns, written first by
Verna Urbanski and later by Cecilia Piccolo; the LRTS Subsections,
"High-Tech Shopping for Serials Automation," edited by Pamela Bluh
and Will Hepfer, and "Shall We Throw Out the Technical Services?"
edited by D. Kathryn Weintraub; the enormously useful "Year's Work"
articles upon which many of us depend to keep up with the literature in our
interest areas as well as those that surveyed the literatures of nonbook
processing, circulation control, automation, and research for the first
time; growth of the book review section, under the capable editorship of
Richard Johnson; the many brief, topical "Notes on Research and Opera-
tions"; and the special automation issue (Oct. 1988), overseen by Assis-
tant Editor for Automation Joe Matthews.''Interactions " -letters to the editor-were particularly enjoyable, not
only because the lion's share of letters received complimented the journal,
but because Marvin Scilken and others like him kept up an ongoing dia-
logue on issues of importance. Sparking debate and furnishing an encour-
aging environment for it also is a function of a scholarly journal.

Working with our dedicated and hardworking editorial board has been a
rewarding experience. All the names on the masthead are people who con-
tribute many hours of their time to LRTS as do the referees, the ALA pro-
duction staff, and the ALCTS staff. My special thanks go to Edward Swan-
son for indexing each volume. His contribution is a boon to us all.

Looking forward into this issue, there are five "Year's Work" articles,
by Denise Kaplan (automation), Susan Davis (serials), William Schenck
(collections), Carlen Ruschoff (descriptive cataloging), and Stephen
Hearn (subject analysis). The date of Schenck's survey-1988- is not an
error; acquisition and collection development librarians will be pleased
this gap is now filled, while the 1989 survey will appear soon. Articles
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about approval plans by John Calhoun, James Bracken, and Kenneth
Firestein, serial links by Tom Delsey, standards by Sally McCallum, cata-

esteemed colleague, and good friend, Richard P. Smiraglia. Bon voyage,
Richard.-Sft eila S. Intner. Editor.

IN MEMORIAM:
REMEMBERING ELIZABETH RODELL

"Elizabeth takes you gently by the hand and she leads you here and she
leads you there. "

So wrote Paul Dunkin in recollection of his first Midwinter Meeting as
vice-president of RTSD. May his affectionate tribute serve to remind us of
the quiet efficiency of Elizabeth Rodell, executive secretary of RTSD

tarv.
In the words of another contemporary, Esther Piercy, it was "good hav-

ing you aboard, ma'am."-Wesley Simonton, President, RTSD 1965/67.
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The Year's Work in Technical
Services Automation, 1,989

Denise P. Kaplan
rn
|' his article provides a different perspective than the other ..year's

work" articles. For the first time, each technical services area is viewed
only from the aspect of automation. The reader might ask, of course, if
there is any area bf technical services not affected bfautomition. The an-
swer in 1989 is no.

chang^es in the technical services work environment are not simply the
result of outside factors. Technical services librarians are theriselves

D.enise Kaplan is Assistant Director of Lincoln Library, Springfield's public library in
Illinois. IIer responsibilities include technical serviceianciautSmation. The author gives
special thanks to the interlibrary_loan staff: Jeanne Kains, Lincoln iiuiary, ano pu*
Ewing, Rolling Prairie LibrarySystem.
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This article does not seek to be comprehensive. It concentrates on
English-language articles published during 1989judged to be significant
and thought provoking. Press releases and product announcements afe not
included, bui independent product evaluations are covered.

AUTOMATION OVERYIEWS

circulation, and acquisitions.

ACQTIISITIONS

Colorado College offers its faculty, staff, and administration the option.of
electronic booliordering complete with a "thank-you" receipt via the
campus mail network.

Oirline ordering to vendors represents the current trend for faster, more
efficient buvine. Schuyler desciibes the system offered by Midwest Li-
brary ServicesJincluding its ability to download source records from the
utilities and CD-ROM products.
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Clrar,ocntc

ences. Based on finding a large percentage of errors in both databases,
Intner does have valuable recommendations for reducing the number and
types of errors (Intner C,D).

A common practice among OCLC users is saving marked OCLC print-
outs representing edited versions of master records for future reference.
Ballard suggests replacing the paper printouts with a computerized substi-
tute. She explains how to create batch files for edited Micro Enhancer rec-
ords on disk and diskettes.
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nekers.

ing the circulation records at Ohio State Unive-rsity. Special retrospective
converslons concerns are addressed by Tull for government documents
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ware design on Professional File, the processing procedures, qn$ the re-
ports gen6rated for government depository documents, a special case of

PROCESSING

records.

TECHNICAL SNNVTCNS

Morris and Barnacle describe the work environment of an automated

technical services department. They review the health, safety, design, and

organizational aspeits of library airtomation. Their remarks are P$-ticu-
lariy relevant to staff who sit atierminals for significant amounts of time.
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The inclusion of circulation control as the third technical service. after
acquisitions and cataloging, is argued by Intner (Intner A). With auto-
mated maintenance and retrieval of patron, bibliographic, and item files,
circulation is as "technical" as the 6ther technicaT s&vices. Dumont be-

The functional structure for technical services is explored by Cotta-
Schonberg. Cotta-Schonberg proposes a service-oriented library organi-
zation whereby all departmenfs have internal and external functions. An-
other option offers permeable department boundaries, allowing all staff to
participate in direct service funciions.

public and technical services is undesirable.

TnrNos
The year 1989 was ayear of assessment in the automation of technical

services. Librarians dealt less with the introduction of technology and
more with its results. Previous years' themes of "how I did it good" are
replaced by "how I survived the second time around" or "how I made it
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work for tne. " Issues such as interfacing systems, expert cataloging sys-
tems. and reconversion of machine-readable records reflect this matura-
tion. Second editions of classic monographs by Crawford, Saffady, and
Magrill and Corbin appeared. These revisions update! and expanded the
original versions including new and replacement technology, as well as
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PUSLTSHORPERISH

The current process of scholarly communication was questioned in
many arenas. SChuster's paper perceptively examines the context and pr9-
dicts future trends in the academic labor market that could influence schol-
arly communication. Librarians were urged to develop a new science/
technology/medicine communication system by Dougherty. Clack and
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Riddick examine the pros and cons of the academic reward system as it
relates to serials publishing. In a later article, they present responses from
various quarters. Unfortunately, no one has a quick or easy solution to the
pressure to produce more articles, publish more pages, and charge higher
subscription rates. Hewitt succinctly asks, "Is the journal system as it
presently exists economically viablef " The'process oi scholarly cornmun-
ication is not the problem, according to Cohen-it is the organization, de-
livery, and control of the literature generated by the process. Librarians
need to learn more about how scholars conduct research before thev will be
able to meet the challenge of coping with the information explosion. After
reviewing the literature on alternatives to the scientific journal and at-
tempts to reduce its cost, Piternick discovers that few efforts resulted in
any major changes or had lasting impact on the process. Popkin focuses on
the unique position of the humanities. He sees little need for rapid com-
munication in the humanities but a sreater need for an active editor.

Other articles centered on the poSlirhiog aspect alone. Tagler explains
how journals are organized around the subject matter they cover, which in
turn is based on the way information is organized within a discipline. One
publisher's experience in the journals publishing field is related by Gra-
ham. He believes librarians should be'tough, y6t show no animosity to-
ward publishers because the two groups nied-each other. Two autliors,
Marshall and Bailey, describe the steps necessary to launch a new journal.
The decision-making process, especially the business plan, is fascinating.
All librarians should be cognizant of the economic factors publishers con-
sider when starting up a new journal. A theoretical perspective on the eco-
nomics of the scholarly iournal is carefully prepared bv Lewis. He con-
cludes that journal pubiistring is a natur6l monopoly, but institutional
subsidies could be an alternative to keep costs down. University presses,
being more concerned with lining up authors, have spent little time con-
ducting market research according to Henon. Judge examines poor man-
agement of Australian scholarly journals in the natural and social sciences.
Inefficiency is causing them to lose money. Desktop publishing's role in
papers published in four science journals is analyzed in a change-of-pace
irticle 6y Stankus. He compares this new technol6gy to conventlonal type-
script and identifies recent improvements. The ofttimes elusive pattern of
United Nations serial publishing is ambitiously covered by Komorowski.

Snnrar, Hor,orNcs mrp
ACCnssTo CoLLECTIoNS

Ownership of materials versus access came into question in several arti-
cles. The assbciated topic of complete and accurate holdings information is
a key to any successful access system.

In a brief summary intended mainly for university administration, Tuttle
identifies the issues involved in the ownership-versus-access debate. Co-
hen promotes the concept ofa cooperative catalog ofjournal articles as an
alternative to ownership. A pilot project to access journal articles through
the University of California's MELVYL MEDLINE system raises many
technical andpolicy issues, according to Lynch and Berger.

Providing serial holdings to the public in an automated system can
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for serial holdings in the online catalog as described by_Qqqth et al. Journal
holdings inform-ation was great$ expanded when the SOL system became
interactive, according to Seidman and Duffek.

Snrnr-s C,lrlr.ocnc
Looseleafs and title changes were important themes in the works on seri-

als cataloging.
Three different DersDectives on cataloging looseleaf publications are ex-

pressed by Bluh; eolei and Tallman, Sc6tt 6nd Russell. Bluh's article dis-
iusses maintenance of looseleaf collections as well as cataloging treat-

morale.

articles summarizing important developments. Jones highlights current
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developments as of June 1988. Williams reviews important developments
during 1987, with great emphasis on standardization for machine-readable
records. This excellent, although now dated, article contains many cita-
tions worth investigation.

AUTOMATED SERIALS SysTnus

Many different serials control systems were described in the literature of
1989. INNOVACQ serials implementation was accomplished at the Uni-
versity of Miami's Law Library with very little preliminary planning, ac-
cording to Lowell. Another law library chose to implement OCLC's
SC350 system, as related by Janto. The expansion of REMO (ReadMore's
microcoinputer serials system) from a sinlle workstation sysiem to a mul-
tiuser network is described by Geyer and Botta. Pease discusses an in-
house serials system, LERS, designed for a specialized research library at
Ohio State. Two approaches to implementing the NOTIS serials compo-
nent complement each other nicely in an article by Martin and Rieke. One
area transferred from OCLC's online Serials Control Subsystem to
NOTIS; the other converted from a manual operation.

Three perspectives on the OCLC Serials Control Subsystem are re-
counted by Rast, Scott, and Martin. Union listing, cataloging, check-in,
and migration to a new check-in system are all covered by the authors on
the occasion of the subsvstem's termination.

In articles of a more g6neral nature, Rush points out four main classes of
hardware to consider for automated serials systems, and Miller-Mclrvine
recommends linkages between biblioeraphic tools for control of serials
and the developmeit of article-level c6ntiol systems.

SurscnrprloN AGENTS

Subscription agent services were closely scrutinized by both librarians
and agents. Ivins, as an informed consumer, advocates monitoring vendor
practices to ensure agents earn their service charges. Merriman lists the
fagtors an agent needs to consider to determine its pricing policy. He also
delineates v6rious services agents offer ofbenefrt tb pubfishers.-Basch of-
fers a few ideas on how to determine value for service, paraphrasing an
advertising slogan, ''An educated librarian is our best customer, " to illus-
trate his point. In another article he considers ways librarians should use to
select one "department store'' vendor over another, since essentially they
all offer the same services. Maddox highlights the differences between the
smaller, more specialized agent and the large, full-service ones. Ivins con-
cludes the discrission with 5ix reasons for"lilirarians to use multiple ven-
dors.

A successful project to consolidate orders with one agent is described by
Anderson. Although the library had been happy with the services of three
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many advantages to publishers seems to counter Clasquin's argument, and
mosi librarianl expeit their subscription agent to act as their advocate with
the publisher. Bois and McQueen have pubtistred a survey 9f F" use of
automation and related technologies by forty-eight domestic book and
periodical vendors.

Copvnrcnr

cess of the system.

Cor,r,ncrroN DEvELoPN,mr{T.
ANALYilS, AND MANAGEMENT

Many authors investigated the journal literature of a particular disci-
pline. The most frequently requested journal titles by humanities scholars
are identifiedby Broadus. A hierarctiical ranking ofajournal's value for
promotion and tenure for health science librarians is compiled by Fang us-
ing SCISEARCH and MEDLINE. Physics journals are analyzedby Clark
and Kinyon to determine which were indexed and what percentage of arti-
cles were covered in various online databases. Management professors are
surveyed by Brink and Shilliff to determine a journal's appropriateness as
a forum for scholarly research. Subject coverage in a core group of mathe-
matic journals is analyzed by Sapp. Hardesty aid Oltmanni det6rmine that
a small number of heavily cited psychology journals satisfied most needs

tion and the project timetable for each of the three years.
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Bustion and Gyeszly relate how a dBase III * program grew from a dese-
lection tool into a serials management tool, used for use studies, generation
ofbindery pick-up slips, and studying security in the current periodicals
room.

Science Monitor and concludes the new version is still of value to library
users. The three formats of the Serials Directorv are reviewed bv Walters.
Unfortunately, she neglects to cite the two previous reviews o? the print
version bv Tirttle and Davis.

CD-ROM AND ELEcTRoNIC DEYELoP}{ET{TS

A basic review of the issues, questions, and problems libraries face as
they implement CD-ROM technology is furnished by Silverman. Her

ROM collection. Perhaps a mention here will encourage more librarians to
investigate the project's potential.

Full-text databases were investigated by Tenopir and Shu to identiff the
search strategies used by patrons to retrieve magazine articles. Since pa-
trons use a variety of strategies, a full range of search and display features
should be offered by the da-tabase producErs.
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4d the top 30 percent responsible for 99 percent of all books published.
larbato, however, reports a counter-trend, one with serious implications
for libraries: the proliferation of small publishers. In 1987, according to
Barbato, nearly 5,(X)0 new publishers applied for ISBN publisher designa-
tions.

Several librarians expressed concern on the state of publishing. Herbert
White warns scholarly publishers that the "warm and cordial'- relation-
ship with libraries is in danger due to growing financial pressures on both
parties. Leonhardt (A) calls for librarians to become better informed about
the publishing industry, especially in areas of special concern such as re-
mainders and press-runs. He urges librarians to produce their own studies
of the publishing industry. Abel and Secor express concern about the rela-
tionship betweei publisliers and vendors. Abal (A) argues that we are dis-
seminating information in the late twentieth century based on an
eighteenth-century system.

Publishing activities in thirteen countries and geographic regions were
described in The Times Literary Supplement.

Our-or-knr
The apparent increase in the number of titles being declared out-of-print

was a major area of concern with librarians. Marsh (A) gives an overview
of a meeting held at the ALA Annual Conference in New Orleans on out-
of-print titles. The Denver Out-of-Print Seminar is described by Marsh
(B); Mae Clarkprovides similar coverage of the first Florida Out-of-Print
Antiquarian Book Market Seminar. Both writers encourage librarians to
attend these annual seminars to learn more about the out-of-print book
trade. In an article in The Horn Book, Epstein says that while backlists of
children's books from major publishers are shrinking, repackaging and
improved marketing have combined to keep many children's books in
print. Epstein attributes part of the success in keeping children's books in
print to close cooperation among librarians, booksellers, and publishers.

Selth argues that librarians must do more research before assuming that
publishers are -declaring more titles out-of-print. Using an admittedly
small sample of books published five and ten y-ears ago, he determines thdt
books are going out-of-print less rapidly than often assumed. Comparing
British and American publishers, he discovers that the numbers ofbooks
remaining in print in the two nations are similar for the fust frve years after
publication; in the second five-year period more British books are declared
out-of-print. Howes provides an overview of the market for antiquarian
and used books in Australia.

ACQTIISITIONS

Two helpful general bibliographies were published in 1988. Deffen-
baugh and Yelish prepared an annotated bibliography of thirty-nine major
articles, books, and journals related to acquisitions. The bibliography was
compiled under the auspices of the Acquisitions Committee of the Re-
sources Section. Lenore Clark's bibliography covers articles on approval
plans, the impact and management of iisihgmaterials costs, disch-mina-
tory pricing, and the acquisition of materials in new formats.
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There was increased interest by acquisitions librarians in the role and

"nut*tioo 
of vendors. Lynden (d) writes of the impo of collecting

Ouiu on oti""s and discounts. Secbi Uetieves the trend toward consolidation
oiO"uf"'it is irreversible as vendors find themselves sandwiched between

:arians wanting additional services'
ll use increasinlly sophisticated mar-
rr books. Two-articles cover vendor
ect that net Pricing has on vendors;
t of cost-plui pricing that he first in-

troduced. Leonhardt (B) advocates the purihase of library materials

tftiougtt ne"Oorr, 
"ncootiging 

librarians to take advantage ofthe services

they offer.*ii 
U!"u*" easier to evaluate vendor services with the publication of the

' Library Materials-Vendors (Ameti-
:esult of extensive discussions within
othodology to evaluate the quality of
ibrarians to do such evaluations on a
unts and service. An annotated bibli-

";;,J;id,in"inn-oiut"ouruf iog,uJil|o|;'JEf l?1"Tiil*"*"f ti$iJ;
;; ;;pit.d by the Vendor Study broup of the Association for Higher
iJ""utioir of North Texas. SALALM pubfished the third edition of its ven-
Ooi iirt, providing librarians with an invaluable source of information on
Latin American book dealers.

The British Net Book Agreement continued to generate debate. Suther-
land supports the agreemeit, arguing that the NBA, which-strictly controls
iTr."rfifi oiUto?i in Cr"it ti'ritai"n, actually promotes diversity in pub-
firfri"g . tt? NBA, he claims, is valid because books are different; they are
not just another commoditY.

tttemarteting continues to frustrate librarians. Gale's tongue-in-cheek
Aesc.iption ofaielephone conversation between a harried reference librar-
ian anb a salesperson describes the frustration we often feel'

Appnovu- PLANs

Approval plans were a major area of renewed interest in 1988. Howard
upAit'es atg'g2 SPEC Kit on approval plans, finding that they are used in
qb pii"""t of ARL libraries. Wliile Rnanciat constraints have caused some
iiUr'-l"r to reevaluate their approval plans, others aregsing financial pres-

'gli S:l"tlu.',;!?3*frll'!:) 
arsues that ap-

"-;rp';t dies approval plan receipts. in twenty-eighi ARL libraries and

.*toi". that approval irlans are being used to build core collections'

MirunOu,in nir ii"AV ofbusiness libraiies, finds yidespread use of ap^

oroval plans to acquiie business titles. Schmidt describes the advantages of
^upptouul 

plans that supply the books of specific publishers'-5"u"id'*iii"rr 
fo"u'*.i on studies relating to approval plans at their in-

stitutions. Laughrey describes the u
the University of Michigan; Pasterc:
generated analysis of returns based
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Mexico. Womack describes a process used at the Universiry of Nebraska-
Lincoln for evaluating new or existing approval plans.

Alessi and Wittenberg discuss budgeting for approval plans. Wittenberg
recommends treating approval plans as serials, with an annual commit-
ment of funds. Alessi, using figures from Blackwell North America's ap-
proval plan, describes a dramatic increase in the number of university
press titles, stating that "a library wishing to collect university press titles
in 1986 atthe 1979level needs 87.5Vo additional dollars."

Ferguson @) studies the best method to acquire British books distributed
in the United States, concluding that it is cheaper and faster to obtain these
books from England.

AuroNr,lTEo AceusrrroNs

The articles on automation emphasized practical considerations. Hawks
reports on apreconference on automated acquisitions held priorto the New
Orleans Conference. Marcinko discusses advantages of a single, inte-
grated system, while Burke tells how such integrated systems permit better
and faster communications with vendors. Schroeder discusses staffing im-
plications when implementing an automated system in acquisitions, while
Rook emphasizes the human aspects of planning for automation. The ways
in which a library can influence development of an automated system are
detailed by Anderson; Hyslop describes what happens when, in an auto-
mated system, acquisitions records become available librarywide. Auto-
mation of exchange records at Brown University is described in Wise's
summary of the Gifts and Exchange Discussion Group.

GTTTs ANDExCHANGES

This traditional area of acquisitions received little attention during the
year. Exchange operations at the National Agricultural Library and at
Brown are described in Wise's report. DeWitt gives suggestions on how to
say no to a donor; Nelson tells how a written gift policy helped the Brigham
Young University Law Library organizeits gift functions. Lynden (A) en-
courages solicitation of what he calls GOTM-gifts other than money.

BuocBr
Mann, writing of inadequate library budgets in Great Britain, comments

that "Thomas Carlyle's remarkthat'the true university . . . is a collection
of books' should perhaps now be amended to be 'a collection of periodi-
cals.' " As prices of all materials escalated, librarians continued to look
for improvetl methods of budgeting. Werking provides a brief but infor-
mative survey of methods of allocation and concludes that "our responsi-
bility is to apportion the materials budget in ways that will most benefit our
libraries. " Welsch argues for examining external factors such as the size
of the published literature when evaluating budget needs. Lynden (B) em-
phasizes the importance of local price studies; Laughrey describes such
studies done at the University of Michigan. Packer describes budget allo-
cation at Western Washington University in which the budget is-divided
into a general allotment to cover reference indexes and general serials; a
formula-driven allotment is then given to the academic departments. Lyn-
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den (A) lists five ways to successfully "sell" the materials budget to col-
lege administrators. He also recommends formation of a collection budget
group composed of library staff involved in purchasing. He describes (C)
the budget problems faced by European libraries and he examines the need
to monitor the costs of European publications, concluding that European
vendors who supply books to American libraries are the best sources for
data on prices.

Snr,ncrron
Several articles covered theoretical aspects of book selection. Losee ar-

gues that selection should be done by a scientific method. Brownson looks
at selection in three subject areas and, based on his experience, calls for
more quantification in the selection process.

Null examines dual assignments from the perspective of a reference li-
brarian with selection responsibilities, concluding that "some compro-
mise must be struck if we are to give part-time selectors the time and sup-
port they need to develop and manage good, coherent, well-planned
collections. " Pasterczyk (A) discusses training methods for new selectors.

Vidor enters the debate on faculty versus librarian selection and, after an
examination of the collection of the School of Business Administration at
Emory University, states that the "hypothesis that librarians are more ef-
fective collection developers than faCulty has not been proved." Miranda
surveyed thirty-nine business school libraries and finds that the influence
the faculty exerts decreases as the size of the institution increases. Di
Giambattista calls for close cooperation between librarians and faculty to
build specialized collections.

Selection tools were examined by several writers. Judith Palmer's analy-
sis of fiction reviewed between 19& and 1984 in Library Journal and
Booklist finds that the former has done a better job of reviewing new fiction
but that both journals improved in quality and coverage. Gorman (B) sug-
gests that national bibliographies from developing countries, while often the
only source of information, are published too late to be of value in selection.

Selection of foreign titles was addressed by Schreiner and Joseph
Palmer. The former looks at selection methods used to acquire European
books at two medium-sized university libraries and warns that the "lack of
foreign approval plans and dependence on faculty selection reveals a
marked lack of systematic control over foreign literature collections."
Palmer discusses holdings of Canadian books in American libraries, find-
ing that titles not reviewed in U.S. journals are not likely to be held.

The debate of quality versus demand-driven selection for public li-
braries was addressed in a study by Hamilton, who finds a commitment
among public librarians in Illinois to both methods. Onieal discusses ways
in which public libraries can meet demand for popular titles.

Van Orden's bookis an excellent and comprehensive survey of selection
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years; and by Emery, who describes the importance of collecting materials
on wrlmen's studies. Robert Gorman's study of four Georgia libraries
demonstrates that librarians are purchasing books that present the conser-
vative viewpoint.

BvALUATIoN

Grover's article describes why evaluation is a necessary component of
collection development. Sandler lists seven steps to follow for a successful
analysis. Lancaster's library-science text lists various methods to use in an
evaluation.

Several articles described how automation can be used in evaluation
processes. Dillon and his OCLC colleagues write of the development of an
automated collection analysis system, and Armbruster describes the
AMIGOS collection analysis system. A study reported by Sanders shows
that it is possible to use both OCLC and RLG databases to analyze collec-
tions and to compare holdings, but local cataloging differences and priori-
ties do affect the reliability of the results. Piccininni's article shows how
the State University of Neiv York system uses the HEGIS (Higher Educa-
tion General Information System) reports to compare collection strengths
with instructional programs. Beaton, in an article on interlibrary loan, de-
scribes how an automated record of titles requested can help to identiff
collections' strengths and weaknesses. Cubberly describes the evaluation
of the nursing collection at the University of Central Florida.

CoNspBcrus
Several articles described the Conspectus developed by the Research Li-

braries Group, its use in research libraries, and its adaptation to smaller
institutions. The article by Ferguson, Grant, and Rutstein gives a ten-year
review of the Conspectus, saying that it "has gradually evolved into a ma-
jor tool of communication and cooperation between and within libraries."
The manual prepared by Reed-Scott is designed to assist librarians using
the Conspectus; Swindler describes an online database for the Conspectus
developed at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill.

Forcier tells how the Conspectus has been adapted for use among li-
braries of various sizes and types in the Pacific Northwest and how the
Conspectus collecting codes were modifred to meet the needs of smaller
Iibraries. Oberg details the use of the Conspectus in a college library, con-
cluding that thJbasic success of the project is in increasingihe stitts irf tne
librarians who participate and thus improving knowledge of their collec-
tions. Nisonger describes a similar result. West uses the Conspectus to
evaluate the Russian and Slavic collection at the Universitv of Alaska-
Fairbanks.

Howard White describes a pilot project that uses the OCLC holdings
data to verifu Conspectus collection levels in lieu of the more extensive
verification itudies irndertaken by RLG.

Rnsouncp SHannc
Technological advances, coupled with

aged resource sharing. The model devel
constramts. encour-

is based on
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limited by the need for more
techniques.

trained librarians and better management

Several articles concentrate on the Center for Research Libraries
(CRL). Boisse calls CRL "one of the most successful-exam-ples of shared
iollection development and shared use of resources in the Library world. "
Boucher and Do*d concentrate on CRL's collections, while Loring and
Mateer describe access and publicity. The article by Rutledge proves a
methodology for libraries to use to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of CRL
membership.

UsB Sruorns

different from those borrowed. "
Hardesty studies collection use at Eckerd College, a small, liberal arts

institution, replicating one he did earlier at DePauw University. The two
studies mirroithe contlusion of the Pittsburgh study that recorded circula-
tion is the best indicator of total use; a small number of books receive con-

he calls for further research on this topic.

POLICIES
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Nnw TnCTTOLOGIES

Debate continued concerning how to acquire and pay for information in
new formats, especially CD-ROMs. Buckland argues that all formats are
part of the world of communication and scholarship and are thus an inte-
gral part of the library materials fund. Nissley encourages librarians to
purchase and use the new technologies in order to influence vendors and
manufacturers. Cargill describes the impact that CD-ROMs are having on
library budgets.

The challenge, according to Ferguson (A), is "for collection managers
to become sufficientlv kno"wledeea--ble aboui the new medium so that ilrev
can distinguish between CD-RbM titles which will truly benefit the li-
brary's patrons and those which are just examples of a new electronic
fad." He lists eight criteria used at Columbia University to determine
which CD-ROMs should be acquired.

Rnsnmcn
The research done for the preparation of this article shows that acquisi-

tions and collection development remain major areas of interest in the liter-
ature. Atkjns writes that collection development has always attracted con-
siderable attention but that research and publication is cyclical. Kohl calls
for more research and for more studies to replicate and confirm research
findings.

Kohl finds that most of the published research in collection development
that appeared in thirty-three library publications from 1960 to lg8icame
from academic libraries. The issue, he says, "is not to do less research in
academic libraries, but to do more research across the board in public,
school, and special libraries." Many excellent studies appeared in 1988,
but almost all focused on academic libraries. This author echoes Kohl's
call for broader-based studies.
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The Year's Work in
Descriptive Cataloging, 1989

Carlen Ruschoff

carlen Ruschoff is Head, cataloging Department, Geor8etown University, washinglon,
D .C .

I he great volume of publications in our freld in 1989 attests to_a produc-
tive year for scholarship on descriptive cataloging. The authorhas had to
be selective in the articles and books she reviewed. For simplicity, the ar-be selective in the articles and books she reviewed. For simplicity, the ar-
ray of publications has been divided under eight heading s:Thenry , AACM
Rivis e'd and Cataloging Manuals, NonbooF Cataloging, Authority- Con-
trol, Shared Cataloglng, Retrospective Conversion, Management, Expert
Systems and Education and Recruiting.

Trmonv
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are essentially the same or that have only slight variations should be treated
as copies rather than editions, but they go further and provide usable defi-
nitions of terms such-as work, text, edition, and book, and they propose
workable guidelines for identifying a work (O'Neill and Vizine--Goetz).

Several authors hold that the internal structure of the catalog and the in-
formation that the catalog user sees can be altered to enhance access to cat-
aloged materials. Duke looks at ways in which computer technology can
be exploited to provide full access to works and proposes a tripartite iecord
structure consisting of a document surrogate, similar to the bibliographic
description, a document guide, which is an abstract of the content, and the
document text, or the document itself (Duke). Attig points out obstacles to

record and a bibliographic record (Tillett, B).
Gorman, in an essay published elsewhere, offers an analysis in many

ways similar to Tillett's. In "Yesterday's Heresy-Today's Orthodoxy:

catalogs.

portant. Accordingly, he proposes a new definition of authorship: ' 'An au-
thor of a work is a person identified as an author in items containing the
wgrk, and/or in secondary literature that mentions the work" (Wajenberg,
p.24).This concept of arithorship by attribution forces a catdlogi:r to d6-
cide what is an appropriate secondary source, but it also spares the cata-
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loger difficult choices regarding who wrote a work or if the author ever
existed at all.

AACM RNVTSNP AND CATALOGING MANUALS
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sioz (Hunter). Notes on the Catalog Record: Based on AACR2 and LC Rule
Interpretatiozs (Saye and Vellucci), is a new and comprehensive work on

Miller and Terwillegar's Commonsense Cataloging: A Cataloger's
Manual appeared in its fourth edition in 1989. It remains a good introduc-
tion to the discipline of cataloging, covering every topic from the history of
catalogrng to cataloging codes and cataloging copy (Miller and Terwille-
gar).

Aside from guides to AACM and LC rule interpretations, there were a
number of articles identiffing and discussing specific cataloging prob-
lems. One article identiffing cataloging problems was "Editions and
Printings: ApplyingAACR2 to Monographs" (Gaeddert). The article out-
lines the thought process in determining whether the item is a copy of an
edition of a work or a new edition in its own rieht. The definitions and
descriptions of thetypes of dates areprecise and sSphisticated, making this
a useful aid to the cataloging instructor but not for the novice. Chapman
summarizes the changes in the practice of establishing collective uniform
titles for collections of laws since the implementation of AACM (Chap-
man). The problems of cataloging conference publications and materials in
looseleaf format were topics discussed by Borries and Cole respectively.
Although these articles focused on two different Wpes of materials, the cat-
aloging-problems cited are similar, namely: Areihese publications mono-
graphs or serials?

NoNBooK C.lrAl,ocNc

A number of works were published last year on the cataloging of special
materials. The broad field of nonbook cataloging is treated in Media Ac-
cess and Organization (Frost). This volume discusses bibliographic con-
trol, organiiation, and ilescriptive cataloging for cartographic draterials,
sound recordings, video recordings, microcomputer software, three-
dimensional realia, and microforms. The cataloging of musical works is
well treated in Music Cataloging: The Bibliographic Contol of Printed
and Recorded Music in Libraries (Smiraglia, A). While indispensable to
students of music librarianship, it also serves as a handy guide for practic-
ing catalogers who find themselves cataloging this material only occasion-
ali-y. Librlrians undertaking the task of pTaniing a microforrn cataloging
project will frnd "Problems in the Cataloging of Large Microform Sets or,
Learning to Expect the Unexpected" (Joachim) a useful tool in predicting
the difficulties in processing materials in microform.

Cataloging one-of-a-kind materials offers a unique challenge. This
genre includes both archival materials and art objects. In "The Quest for a
Code, or a Brief History of the Computerized Cataloging of Art Objects, "
Stam discusses the dev6lopment of rietworks, remote-selrching, arid other
means of knowing what is where (Stam) . The keepers of such materials are
increasingly looking toward electronic bibliographic networks as models.
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Havens describes a project to catalog a private art collectionusing AACM
and the MARC format (Havens). Bbarman explains the pros and cons of
the AMC and what it means to archival materials, while Gertz and Stout
emphasize the development of the AMC format. Both articles stress the
imfortance of incorpoiating archive records into bibliographic databases.

AUTHORITY CONTROL

The editors of Cataloging & Classffication Qunrterly devoted an entire
issue to the topic of authority control. Tillett's introduction to the volume
offers an excellent overview ofthe state ofthe art. Included here are defini-

as the need for more references. It concludes that links among authority
records for works could provide what he calls "increasing syndetic depq-"
(Smiraglia, B). Delsey summarizes the development of the internationally
icceptdh sianilards inauthorities and authority control. He concludes his
article with a discussion of possible models for international authority con-

clear and useful. Implications of technology and current research are also

U.S. bibliographic utilities, plus some options available in local systems.
He provides arialysis of problems and work flow facing catalogers, illus-
trat6s pros and cohs of valious methods, and includes a brief description of
LSP ai it pertains to NACO and sharing authority records between utilities
(Glazier).

Two articles found in the law library literature describe the process of
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standardizing headings on bibliographic records. Stone describes the Flor-
ida State University experience with vendor services for automated au-
thority processing. In an analysis that can be used as a tool for planning a
vendor authority project, she outlines what tasks the vendor can and cannot
do well (Stone). A more comprehensive article by Dalehite compares au-
thority controi as provided by vendors to that piovided by locdl system
software. She includes a list of features offered by vendors and a checHist
of items to consider in developing bid specifrcations (Dalehite).

Johnston reports on a survey she conducted into eighteen vendor-
supplied authority control systems. Each vendor is rated on specific char-
acteristics of authority functions (Johnston). Although these ratings pro-
vide a basic point of reference, Johnston unfortunately does not reveal
which vendois possess which strengths. Crucial information needed by
those selecting a new system is therefore lacking.

"Automated Authority Control in ARL Libraries" (Wittenbach) is a
compendium of documents relating to the authority control process that
were gathered from nineteen ARL libraries. The volume is an ARL SPEC
Kit, including sample job descripions for positions concerned with au-
thority control, organizational charts, procedural documents on authority
control within-various organizations, 

'sample 
authority work forms, anb

system reports related to authority processing.

Srunno Clrnr,ocnc
"Much Ado about Nothing: OCLC and RLIN Cataloging Quality"

(Intner, A) reports the results of a comparison of record quality in OCLC
and RLIN. No significant difference between the databases was found.
Analysis of the errors reveals that most were made in applying AACM as
interpreted by LC. Other errors noted were (in descending order of occur-
rence): punctuation, tagging and fixed fields, capitalization, spelling, call
numbers, and subjects. Intner points out that these findings have implica-
tions for training and teaching the applications of LC's rule interpreta-
tions, choice of publisher dates and publishers' names from information
given in books, proper order of notes, punctuation rules, and coding of the
0og neto.

Taylor produced a new edition of Cataloging with Copy: A Decision
Maker's Handbook(Taylor, A), which will assist those training staff to use
records in bibliographic databases. This volume has been completely up-
dated and includes a new chapter that emphasizes the use of cataloging

ofintroducing students to the concepts ofcopy cataloging and an excellent
tool to train staff in the copy cataloging unit.

The National Coordinated Cataloging Project (NCCP), planned and im-
plemented by the Library of Congress, members of the Research Libraries
Advisory Committee to OCLC (RLAC), and the Research Libraries
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Library Community: Present Status" (Avram, A) and "LSP: Implications
for Our Libraries" (Gresor). Avram includes the priorities of the proiectfor Our Libraries" (Gregor). Avram includes the priorities of the project
and explains the progress on each of the priorities. G_ regor goes beyond the
immed:iate nrioritieito DroDose future 

-directions 
for the linked svstems'

and explains the progress on each of the priorities. G_ regor goes beyond the
immedliate priorities to propose future 

-directions 
for the linked systems'

capabilities.

RETROSPECTIVE CONVERSION

For libraries that have not yet begun retrospective conversion of their
collections. Beaumont and Cox have written a new "how to" reference.

Cox).
Two articles written this year address problems involving special por-

tions of collections that have not yet been converted. Urbanski describes
the preparation and planning necessary for an AV recon project, outlining
many points that require clarification before such a project can begin (Ur-
banski). Nadeski describes the decisions made to handle unique problems

been helpfrrl to those struggling with this problem (Nadeski).

MANAGEMET.iT

"Transition and Change: Technical Services at the Center" (Gapen) de-
scribes the reorganization of the libraries at the University of Wisconsin-
Madison. After an internal evaluation of the services and programs cur-

tic" does not support the sharing ofcataloging and reference tasks. She
believes that theseiasks together ire too dive-rse-for one person to handle in
a medium-sized to large library (McCombs).
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graphic records, (3) a little over one-third of the academic libraries re-

Expnnr Sysrrvrs

TEACIilNG, TRAmm{G, AND RECRTITING
Catalogers are in short supply and library schools continue to produce

too few of them. Kovacs sees a remedy in more inspired teaching, arguing
that interest in the discipline can be sparked or extinguished by the presen-
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network of librarians who could reach out to recruit individuals in remote
geographic areas and persons with nonhumanities backgrounds. -- 

ffiuiation is the theine of the second section of the volume. Robbins, in

ine skills.
in the third section Avram emphasizes the importance of high-quality,

on-the-job training, now that cataloging is a national endeavor. Errors
made iir one locaG will enter the national databases and be propagated
widely (Avram, B). Fitzgerald describes the training program at Harvard,
and Higgenbotham sugg6sts that larger libraries could provide internships
that would train librarians for smaller libraries.

CoNcr-usron
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Stephen S. Hearn

irot indicate that the field is static; rather, lhey provide a stable context

The Yearos Work in
Subject Analysis, 1989

within which much thoughtful and inventive work is taking place.
What follows is a selective survey and bibliography of the past year's

library and information science journal literature relltiqg to that.work in
the field of subject analysis, contiol, and access. Also included in the bibli-
ography are se-veral surveys similar to this one that appeared in 1989 (Lan-
castei dt al., Taylor, and Wolner).

Cr,lssrrrcarroN

The arrival o f DDC 20 , with its major revisions of the schedules for Data
processing/Computel science and Music, more 9irect index structure, and^expansion 

to foui volumes to allow for the addition of a manual, has met
yrtl_tg generally favorable response fr.om rerriewers
ford Bdrman, tiowevet, arguirig on behalf of practical necessity, questions
the pursuit of a "more logical or archi superior" schedule when

Stephen S. Hearn is Authority Control Coordinator, University of Minnesota-Twin Cit-
ies, Minneapolis.
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tion of separate, referenced tables appear to have the edge. The involve-
ment of DDC staff at LC in this project promises a format adaptable for a
variety of classification systems.

Williamson also reported in 1989 on a conferenee held in November of
1988 at SUNY Albany, "Classification in the Computer Age. " Presenters
there included Irene Travis discussing artificial intelligence techniques to
assist the work of classifiers: Elaine S-venonius on the ileed for an "ideal"
classification system to be both hierarchical and polyhierarchical, faceted
and enumerative; Karen Markey reporting on the mixed success of a proj-
ect to derive class number captions from subject headings commonly asso-
ciated with them; Williamson on the varied uses anticipated for the pro-
posed MARC classification format; Francis Miksa calling for a return
from current classification practices driven by literary warrant to the clas-
sification of concepts; and Richard Halsey on the need for theoretical as
well as practical study of classification in library education. Williamson
notes that conference proceedings are being prepared for publication.

Meanwhile, the major classifications in their present form have not been
ignored. Iwuji demonstrates the gross inadequacies of both LCC and DDC
in their treatment of African religion, history, ethnography, social sci-
ences, languages, and literatures. Still, Iwuii argues against abandoning
the standar:d slstems for a separate Africana'clasiificati5n, calling instead
for a coordinated effort at revision of LCC and DDC. Pacey makes a simi-
lar case against the scattering of third-world literatures that results from
DDC's classing literature first by language, perpetuating imperialist atti-
tudes toward third-world cultures. Pacey proposes a range of solutions
from the pragmatic (subdivide under language by geography or culture) to
the radical (overhaul DDC to class first by geography or culture).

Other classification systems also come under discussion in 1989. Dhy-
ani reviews the Systemitic tables volume of the UDC International Me-
dium Edition English Text, noting such major changes as the relocation of
Philology, Linguistics, and Languages from Class 4 to Class 8 (Litera-
ture), and the difficulty of using the tables without the index volume,
scheduled for later publication. Husain studies the growth of Rangana-
than's Colon Classification from 24basic subjects in 1933 to779 in the
1987 edition and concludes that the theoretical basis of the svstem has en-
abled it to better analyzenew subjects and integrate them inio the existing
structure.

A system called Classaurus, derived from Ranganathan's and intended
to generate by computer a classified list of thesaurus terms, is judged and
found wanting by Biswas and Smith, who fault its present rigid syntax for
handling bivalent, overlapping, and composite terms in confusing and ar-
bitrary ways. Boyce, Douglass, and Rabalais offer a computerized sort
procedure for Superintendent of Documents numbers, to be used to gener-
ate shelflists where SuDoc numbers are used for classification. For the
slide librarian, Jonny Prins proposes a simple method for using textual lists
accompanying slide sets to generate a subject frle for slides classed by set
number. Media Access and Organizationby Carolyn O. Frost, also pub-
lished in 1989, offers guidelines and bibliographies for classiffing and cat-
aloging the fuil rangiof nonprint material-s.

LC class number ranges.
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DDC's hierarchical structure and reflection of nineteenth-century con-
cerns.

Table of contents data are the focus of two articles coauthored by De-

better representation of table of contents data in library catalogs would al-

at the "novelty" of the retrieved items (i.e., whether they are "new" to
the searcher) and observes that measures of the two methods' ability to
retrieve novel items differ less in cases where the overlap between the two

works as reflected in unit and chapter headings might provide a basis for
weighting and ranking. Rada and Bicknell find DISTANCE, a statistical
measure derived from the number of steps found along the path from one
search term to another in a hierarchical thesaurus, to be a good predictor of
relevance as judged by human searchers. They note that DISTANCE fail-
ures could usually be attributed to the presence of a nonhierarchical rela-
tionship. On the other hand, Carande calls for the addition of new
"knowledge-indexing" fields to existing databases to make the non-
hierarchical relationships between terms more explicit and searchable.

Suttlu,mY

Two broad trends emerge from this survey of the year's work in subject
access. One is a clear consensus in favor of controlled vocabularies for
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subject access, accompanied by an exploration of the ways different kinds
of indexing and searching can be combined to improve retrieval. The sec-
ond trend is an expanding interest in hierarchical classification and classi-
fied structures as ways of organizing access to information. The desire for
clearer, more consistent hierarchies for subject analysis and access ap-
pears to be overcoming an earlier tolerance for the intrusion of polyhierar-
chies and the circularities of cornmon language and human interests into
these activities. Accommodating the latter tendencies while making sub-
ject access structures more logical will pose new challenges in the years to
come.
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Standards and Linked
Online Information Svstems

Sally H. McCallum

Libraies are beginning to create a new automnted environment by build'
ing their own computer-to-computer netvvorl<s of information systems. In
the process, they have been relucing their adherence to standards, q
practice that could lead to serious problems in the future. The areas in
greatest need of standards are identified. Major issues contributing to the
problem of lack of adequate standards are discussed.

rn
|' he library community has always strongly supported standards, while

carefully reserving the privilege of imposing local idiosyncracies onto the
standard products it obtains. Thus, automation initially had a uni$ing ef-
fect on the library community as the bibliographic utilities were formed
and local differences began to be retired. But as individual libraries have
begun to install their own automated systems in recent years, there has
been a relaxing ofadherence to standards. This paper discusses why stan-
dards are as important in this new environment as they are in cooperatively
maintained systems. It addresses standards issues related to linking sys-
tems and online catalogs and examines three areas-conununications stan-
dards, data format standards, and user interface and indexing standards.

Srilnntc AND STANDARDS

Standards form the basis for all types of sharing, which in the library
community can take many forms. The purpose of a library is to share intel-
lectual information that has been recorded and usually published in some
form. The recording of information adheres to a number of standards, in-
cluding such basic ones as those for writing systems and languages. In an
environment that uses the English language, for example, ideas can be
shared more easily if they are recorded according to the standards of that
language.

Libraries are required to provide another essential component for shar-
ing information. They must provide access to material containing the in-
formation. To be able to share library resources efficiently, catalogs are
created that describe and locate the material. If a catalog does not conform
to internal standards. the searcher is confused and either loses material or
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bility in selecting systems.
Circulation systems have probably been the most affected by these de-

velooments. White biblioeraphic systems have had well-established data
contAntandformat standarts derived fromAACR2 and USMARC data ele-

prespecified standard to the letter. That is one reason why until now there
has 6een a great deal of development of communications within each ven-
dor's system offerings, both utility systems and local systems, but very
little telecommunications among systems.

CowrtxrcATroNs Srn umos
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tion. Meanwhile, locally, additional preservation information will proba-
bly need to be collected. If individual local libraries collect and format that
information differently, they will not be able to rcaluethe benefits of buy-
ing a standard system from a vendor atalater stage without, perhaps, hav-
ing to rekey the local preservation data.

It has been easier for the librarv communitv to reach consensus on stan-
dards for bibliographic and its aslociated dati than for other types ofdata,
a critical one being circulation system data. Neither NISO nor the Ameri-
can Library Association has tackled development of a data element list,
much less an exchange format standard for ciiculation data. Yet these stan-
dards have become increasingly important since many libraries selected
circulation systems in the middle to late 1970s and are ready now to select a
new model.

computer-to-computer environment. The AVIAC work has been submit-
ted to NISO to be further developed into a national standard.

Usnn IxranracE STANDARDS

concerned as they began designing online catalogs. As a result they have
made considerable progress toward a standard in this area. MSO is cur-
rently seeking agreement on a common command language standard. Be-
cause of this work, the United States has been able to have significant influ-
ence on the international standard for command language that is
developing. Fornrnately, that staggardis based on the English language.

A common command syntax will still be confusing under some circum-
stances if there is not consistency in indexing practices. For example, if the
common command, "FIND title (word)" goes against an index where
only the 245 field, is indexed in one database and the 245 and titles in
author-title added entries are indexed in another, then the user will get dif-
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ferent results. It would be useful if at least generally accepted guidelines
could be established that assqbiate the standard commands with expected
indexing. This is an area in which formal standards may not be feasible but
guideline standards would be beneficial.

In the area of user interface standards one frequently hears the counter-
argument that such standards will stifle innovation. Library automation
probably has reached the point of development where commonality be-
tween search systems can be identified and agreement reached on standard
terminolosv in those areas. It will not mean that svstem designers cannot
develop nirire exotic ways to access data but that'the conveitional ways
will be consistent.

Coucr.usroN
There are three major areas where standardization is needed as libraries

move into the linked OPAC environment: communications, data, and user
interface. Fortunately, f,ily standards exist and others are under develop-
ment, but there are still dilemmas. In communications the major problems
are the slowness of standards development and the need for a mechanism
that verifies that software does indeed meet standards and will allow inter-
working with other standard implementations. In the data area the old dis-
tinctions between standard global data and "as you like it" local data are
no longer valid. Libraries that want to buy local systems from a vendor or
to change local systems may be caught in a data-conversion problem that
standartls required up front would ha=ve helped to avoid. Thefe is sensitiv-
ity, however, about standards for local data. Finally, there is debate in the
user interface area over innovation versus standards.

By noting the problems, the intent has been not to discourage but to in-
crease awareness of the issues that impede progress. The standards men-
tioned are essential to the kinds of linkages that libraries will need in the
next decade. Librarians must strive to see that the standards process pro-
vides them with the kinds of linkages they need. They then must avoid the
temptation to take shortcuts in their work by not following the standards in
order to reap very short-term benefits. Care needs to be taken to ensure
that standards are specified in all system procurements.
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Modeling an Academic
Approval Program

John C. Calhoun, James K. Bracken, and
Kenneth L. Firestein

'W" 
read with interest aLRTSarticle bv Charles W. Brownson entitled

"Mechanical Selection," which investigates the usefulness of mechanical
versu.s e+pert selection and argues for more quantification in selection
practice.' Before that, a C &RL irticle by Karen A. Schmidt entitled'' Cap-
turing the Mainstream," compares the viability of publisher- and subjecl-
based plans for academic libraries in both domestiCand international mar-

gram.
a 1969 article by Richard W. Trueswell offers the clearest statement of

"the 80120 rule"j-a characteristic of inventory in business that approxi-
mately 80 percent of the number of transactions taken from a warehouse
represents about 20 percent of the items stocked. With graphs of circula-
tion versus holdings that show circulation taken from several libraries, the

John C. Calhoun is Collection Development Librarian at the University of Arkansas; James
K. Bracken is Head, Second Floor Information Services at Ohio State University; and Ken-
neth L. Firestein is Associate Librarian, Systems Department at the University of Califor-
nia, Davis. The authors would like to acknowledge the assistance of Robert S. Baker, Infor-
mation Analyst at Oregon State University. in cr?ating the illustrations for figures I' and2.
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S0l20patten: 80 percent of these titles are by 20 percent of the publishers.
This 80/20 core is split into disparate halves: 2,315 "Outstanding Aca-
demic Books," primarily in the humanities and the social and behavioral
sciences, have been produced by forty-seven university presses; while
2,258 "6utstanding Academic B6oks,; primarily in ref6rence and in sci
ence and technology, have been produced by eighty-three commercial
publishers. The average yearly output ofthe university presses ofthe core
is 3 ,5 89 titles, while that of the commercial publishers is I I ,464 . The chal-
lenge for a medium-sized research library, which cannot afford to gather
the entire 80/20 core mechanically, but still wishes to bring in a substantial
portion of the commercial half of the core through these means, is to
choose between one of three possible strategies: (1) gather those pub-
lishers that provide the best ratio of "Outstanding Academic Books" to
total titles issued; (2) gather those publishers that provide the most "Out-

cal selection of a substantial portion of the domestic mainstream, which
Schmidt spoke of capturing with apublisher-based approval plan. The effi-
ciency of selectors will be improved by shifting the burden of core selec-
tion away from expertise in order to permit their knowledge of subject ar-
eas to be spent identifying fugitive and difficult materials.

METHODOLOGY

To prove the 80/20 corollary, we built adBASE file indexing the "Out-

Academic Books" in reference , 1,943 in humanities, 983 in science and
technology, and 2,255 in social and behavioral sciences during the ten-
year period. During that same period, Harper & Row had five "Outstand-
ing Academic Books" in reference, twenty-six in humanities, nine in sci-
ence and technology, and thirty in social and behavioral sciences, and
Wiley had ten "Outstanding Academic Books" in reference, one in hu-
manities, ninety-one in science and technology, and twenty in social and
behavioral sciences.

With a program that includes a conditional statement for nine or more
occurrences of a publisher, it is possible to create a subset of the original
file containing 4,573 "Outstanding Academic Books" by 130 publishers;
and since the original file contains 5,705 "Outstanding Academic Books"
by 705 publisher-s, we call this subs6t the "8Ol2O corel" It is also possible
to break the 80/20 core into two almost equal pieces-one containing
2,258 "Outstanding Academic Books" by eighty+hree scholarly and
trade publishers, and the other 2,315 "Outstanding Academic Books" by
forty-seven university presses.
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TABLE 1
TsN-Ynen SusrEcr Pnornps

Choice Cabgoies
"Outstanding Academic Harper

Books." 1978-1987 & Row Wiley

Reference
General

Reference
Humanities
Art
Photography
Communication Arts
Classical Studies
Language/Literature

English/American
Germanic
Romance
Slavic
Other

Performing Arts
Dance
Film
Music
Theater

Philosophy
Religion

Humanities

Science/Technology
History of Science
Astronautics/ Astronomy
Biology
Botanv
Zooligy
Chemistry
Earth Sciences
Engineering
Health Sciences
Information/Computer Science
Mathematics
Physics
Sports/Physical Education

Science/Technology
Social/Behavioral Science
Anthropology
Business/Management/Labor
Economics
Education
History/Geography/Area Studies

Africa
Asia/Oceana
Eurooe

508
r6

524
62

265
38
4
85

r03
466
50

106
38
52
1 1
22
62

t3r
45

r59
2M

1,943
t20
89
25
92
3 1
66
43
5 1

144
l14
62
53
45
48

983
r33
106
145
266

510
00
510
10
6r
00
00
00
00
70
10
10
00
00
00
00
10
20
00
10
60

26 1
46
2L
00
09
02
00
012
07
223
o4
o4
010
o12
11
99 r
I3
00
18
l4
3T
00
10
20
40

94
90
32
@

245
Continued on next page
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TABLE I Cont.
TeN-YsA,n Sunrecr Pnorrrss

"OutstandingAcademic HarPer

Choice Categories Books," 19?8-1987 & Ro* Wiley

Latin America/Caribbean
Middle East/North Africa
North America

Political Science
Law
Psychology
Sociology

Social/Behavioral Science

All Cateeories

40
42

266
327
44

r52
209

2,255
5,70s

Mnrnooor-ocY, PART II

the third column.

00
10
80
40
00
34
10

30 20
70 122
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TABLE 2
Punrrsnnns on G^lrnnnrNc PLANS

Commercial
Publisher

Cumulntive Booft "OutstandingAcademic "Oxbridge"
Index Average Book" Averase Index

Abbeville Press
Abrams
Academic Press
Allen & Unwin
Archon Bks.
AVI
Ballinger
Barnes & Noble
Basic Bks.
Beacon Press
Brookings Institution
Facts on File
Free Press
Freeman, W. H.
Garland
Godine
Greenwood Press
Hall, G. K. & Co.
Halsted Press
Harper & Row
Holmes & Meier
Hoover Institution Press
Humanities Press
Jossev-Bass
Knopi
Lexington Bks.
McGraw-Hill
New York Graphic Soc.
Norton
Orbis Bks.
Pantheon Bks.
Plenum Press
Praeger Pubs.
Prentice-Hall
Rizzoli Int. Publs.
Routledge & Kegan Paul
Rowman & Allanheld
Rowman & Littlefield
Russell Sage Foundation
Scarecrow Press
Schirmer Bks.
Sharpe, M. E.
Springer-Verlag
St. Martin's Press
Thames & Hudson
Twayne Pubs.
Ungar
Westview Press
Wilev

18.0
44.0

225.2
t23.5
18.2
14.3
35.8
t4.5
39.8
24.0
22.8
83.0
5r.2
33.7

3 1 8 . 8
21.2

3 1 6 . 8
158.3
5 1 . 8

47L0
2r .8
20.7
1 1 . 5
46.0

r74.7
r02.5
390.5

r0.7
167.3
32.8
96.2

r91.7
t43.5
832.7
37.2

1t6.7
23.2
15.7
2 .7

79.0
6 .2

23.2
45.3
553.8

48.3
71.3
28.2

t58.7
687.7

1 .1
2 .1
7.9
3.7
0.9
0.9
r .9
1 , 9
5 .7
0.9
2 .3
2 .4
5 . 5
1 . 8
3 . 6
1 . 0

12.0
2 .5
2 .5
7.0
2.2
0.9
1 . 3
2 . I
5 .9
3 .6
5 .3
0.9
6 .2
1 . 0
4.r
3.4
6 .0
6 .9
2 . 1
4 .5
1 . 1
1 . 9
0.9
2 .7
1 . 2
0.9
4 .7
9 . 1
2 .2
2.7
0.9
4.5

12.2

r .56
1.22
0.90
0.77
r.26
1 . 6 r
t .36
3.35
3.66
0.96
2.58
0.74
2.75
1 . 3 7
0.29
t .2 r
0.97
0.40
r .23
0.38
2.58
1 .11
2.89
r . r7
0.86
0.90
0.35
2 . 1 5
0.95
0.78
1.09
0.45
r.07
0.2r
l . M
0.99
t . 2 l
3.09
8.52
0.87
4.95
0.99
0.27
0.42
1 . 1 6
0.97
0.82
0.72
0.45
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of their work.

APPLICATION

subject categories from the overall profile.
ihe cost of gathering the first subset of forty commercial publishers can

be determined"by addiig the average numbeiof total titles each publisher
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lf lustration 1: 80120 Gore by Choice Gategories
I University Presses El Commercial Publishen

REFERENCE R€ler€nce
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Photography
Communi€tion Ans

Classi€l Studies

Language/Uterature

Engl ish/Am€rlcan
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Romacg

Slavic

Other
Pertormlng Ans

Oro

Film
Music

Thealor

Phi losophy

Rel igion

HUMANTTIES

Sclonce/Technology

Hlstory ot Sclonco
Astronaut ics/Astronomy

Biology

SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY Bobny
Zoology

Chemistry
Earth Sclencos

Engine€ring
H6alth Scl€nces

Inf ormation/Comput€r Sci6nca
Mathematics

Physics
Sports/Physi€l Educatlon

Social/Behavio.al Scisnce
Anthropology

Business/ManagemenULabor

Eorcmle

Edu€tion
Hislory/csography/Area Studies
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Europe
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political Scienca

Law
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Figure 1. 80/20 Core by Choice Categories
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published. The cost of buying these sixty-six additional publishers could
be determined the same way (53I.2 x $35, or $18,592). Adding all three
costs together, we achieve the maximal application of this strategy, gather-
ing two-thirds of the "Outstanding Academic Books" for less than half the
cost of gathering the four-fifths that the 80/20 core alone represents-a
verv attractive financial inducement.very attractlve tmancral mducement.

The effect of such a plan on the general subject categories is shown in
figure 2 also : It would bring in three-fifths of the ' 'Outstanding Academicfigure 2 also : It would bring in three-fifths of the ' 'Outstanding Academic
Books" overall, two-thirds of the "Outstanding Academic Books" in hu-
manities and social and behavioral sciences, anilless than half of the "Out-
standing Academic Books" in reference and science and technology. Add-
ing the-sixty-six non-core publishers would exaggerate this imbalance
ev-en more: It would bring in two-thirds of the "Outstanding Academic
Books" overall, three-fourths of the "Outstanding Academic Books" in
humanities and social and behavioral sciences, and only half of the "Out-
standing Academic Books" in reference and science and technology. Un-
less we-were willing to offset this somehow-by doubling the firm order
allotments in reference and science and technology, let us say-a radical
imbalance would result in the collection.

ing a subset of only ten publishers to maximize such a plan (3,537.3 x
$35, or $123,805.50) not worth the result (about half the number of "Out-
standing Academic Books" from either of the plans we examine above).

CoNcr,usroN
Mechanical selection of the academic mainstream would cost approxi-

materials.
Mechanical selection of something less than the 80/20 core will pose

problems for a medium-sized research library-either with regard to the
selectors having to choose individual titles from the commercial publishers
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lllustration 2: Summary Displays of Gholce Categories
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Figure 2. Summary Displays of Choice Categories
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AppnNox A

CuuuttnvzBoor "OursutnncAcADEMrc "Oxtnrocp"
INDEX AVERAGE Boor" Aveucp INonx

CoulanncleL
PurLrsneR

Abbeville Press"
Abrams"
Academic Press"'o
Addison-Weslev
Allen & Unwinho
Archon Bks.b
Atheneum Pubs.
AVI"
Ballineerb
Barnei& Nobleb
Basic Bks.'"
Beacon Presso
Blackwell
Bowker
Brookings Institutionb
Doubleday
Dutton
Eerdmans
Erlbaum
Faber & Faber
Facts on File""
Farrar, Straus & Giroux
Fortress Press
Free Press'o
Freeman. W. H."
Gale Res.
Garland"
Godineb
Greenwood Press"'o
Hall, c. K. & Co."
Halsted Press'
Harper & Row' .
Holmes & Meier'
Holt, Rinehart & Winston
Hoover Institution Press'
Houghton Mifflin
Humanities Presso
Jossey-Bassb
Knop?'o
Lexington Bks.'o
Libraries Unlimited
Little, Brown
Longman
Macmillan
McGraw-HilI"-
Methuen
Morrow
New York Graphic Soc."
Norton'o
Orbis Bks.b
Pantheon Bks.'o
Pergamon Press
Plenum Press'
Praeger Pubs.-o
Prentice-Hall"'

18.0
44.0

225.2*
150.0
t23.5
r8.2

181 .5
14.3
35 .8
t4.5
39.8
24.0

116 .8
42.7
22.8

300.8
131 .0
54.5
40.8

130.5
83.0*
50.5
55.0
5r.2
33.7
96.2

318 .8 *
2r .2

316.9*
158.3*
5 1 . 8

471.0
2r .8

189.5
20.7

194.2
l  1 . 5
46.O

174.7
t02.5
37.0

233.8
179.5
288.2
390.5*
r20.2
181 .7
t0.7

167.3
32.8
96.2

213.O
rgt.7
143.5
832.7*

1 . 1
2 . 1
7.9*
t . 9
3.7*
0.9
1 . 2
0.9
1 . 9
1 .9
5 .7 *
0.9
t . 9
1 .0
2.3
1 . 3
0.9
1 . 1
1 .0
1 .0
2.4
1 . 4
1 . 5
5 .5 *
1 . 8
1 . 8
3.6*
1 . 0

12.0*
2.5
2 .5
7.0*
2.2
t . 4
0.9
1 . 8
1 . 3
2 . 1
5.9*
3.6*
1 .0
2 .7
3.0
2 .8
5 .3 *
2.7
1 . 2
0 .9
6.2*
1 . 0
4 . 1 *
2 .7
3.4*
6.0*
6.9*

l.56*
1.22*
0.90*
0.32
0.77*
1.26*
o . t7
l . 6 l *
1.36*
3.35*
3,66*
0.96*
0.42
0.60
2.59*
0 . 1 1
0 .18
o.52
0.63
o.20
0.74*
o.7 l
0.70
2.75*
1.37*
0.48
o.29
l . 2 l *
o.g7*
0.40
1.23*
0.38
2.58*
0 .19
1 . 1 1 *
0.24
2.gg*
l . l7*
0.86*
0.90*
0.69
0.30
o.43
o.25
0.35
0.57
0.r7
2.15*
0.95*
0.78*
l.0g*
0.32
0.45
1.07*
o .2 l
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Putnam
Random House
Rizzoli Int. Publs.'
Routledee & Kesan Paul'"
Rowmai & Allaiheldb
Rowman & Littlefieldo
Russell Sage Foundationb
Saee Publs.
Scirecrow Press"o
Schirmer Bks."
Schocken Bks.
Scribner
Sharpe, M. E.b
Simon & Schuster
Springer-Verlag"_
St. Martin's Press"'
Thames & Hudsonb
Thomas, C. C.
Transaction Bks.
Twayne Pubs."
UMI Res. Press
Ungarb
University Press of Am.
Van Nostrand Reinhold
Viking
Westminster Press
Weswiew Press-o
Wiley"'

L20.2
252.5
37.2

116.7
23.2
15.7
2.7

106.8
79.0*
6.2

42.0
r42.3
23.2

238.8
445.3*
553.8
48.3

128.0
41.7
7r .3
79.0
28.2

298.2
176.2
r77.3
48.0

158.7
687.7*

l . l
3 .0
2 . 1
4.5*
l . l
1 . 9
0.9
t . 2
2.',|
t . 2
l . l
2 .6
0.9
2.4
4 .7 *
9 . 1 *
2 .2
0.9
l . l
2 .7
1 . 1
0.9
0.9
2.5
2.6
1 .0
4.5*

12.2*

o.23
0.30
1.44*
0.99*
l . 2 l *
3.09*
8.52*
0.29
0.87*
4.95*
0.67
o.47
0.99*
0.26
0.27
0.42
1 .16*
0 .  l 8
0.67
0.97*
0.36
0.82*
0.08
0.36
o.37
0.53
o.12*
0.45

UNrvERsrrY
Pness

Cambridge Univ. Press
Columbia Univ. Press
Cornell Univ. Press
Duke Univ. Press
Harvard Univ. Press
Indiana Univ. Press
Johns Hopkins Univ. Press
louisiana State Univ. Press
MIT Press
New York Univ. Press
Ohio State Univ. Press
Oxford Univ. Pressi

Clarendon Press
Pennsylvania State Univ. Press
Princeton Univ. Press
Rutgers Univ. Press
Southern lll. Univ. Press
Stanford Univ. Press
State Univ. of N.Y. Press
Svracuse Univ. Press

APPENDX B

Cuuuttnw Boor "OutsrnlolNc ACADEMIc "OxsRrpcp"
BooK" AVERAGE

24.5 1.09
6.4 1.s9
8.2 2.53
r .4 0.95

15.6 4.30
7 .2  2 . l l
6.5 r.62
2.6 6.65
6.5 1.25
2.1 1.07
1 . 1  1 . 8 5

INDEX AVERAGE

575.8
102.8
82.7
37.5
92.7
87.3

102.5
r0.0

132.7
50.2
15.2

830.3
3 .3

138.3
33.0
4'.7.8
33.0
19.2
27.8

30.5
1 . 5

16.8
2.O
1 . 8
2.0
2 . 1
1 . 3

0.94
tt.62
3 . 1 I
1.55
0.96
1.55
2.80
1.20
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Temple Univ. Press
Univ. of Ala. Press
Univ. of Ariz. Press
Univ. of Calif. Press
Univ. of Chicago Press
Univ. of Del. Press
Univ. of Ga. Press
Univ. of Hawaii Press
Univ. of I1l. Press
Univ. of Mass. Press
Univ. of Mich. Press
Univ. of Minn. Press
Univ. of N.C. Press
Univ. of N.M. Press
Univ. of Neb. Press
Univ. of Notre Dame Press
Univ. of Okla. Press
Univ. of Pa. Press
Univ. of Pittsburgh Press
Univ. of Tenn. Press
Univ. of Tex. Press
Univ. of Toronto Press
Univ. of Wash. Press
Univ. of Wis. Press
Univ. Press of Kan.
Univ. Press of Kv.
Wesleyan Univ. Fress
Yale Univ. Press

) ? )

30.8
32.2

r87.7
L52.2
14.7
26.3
24.8
58.7
28.5
23.5
J  I . I

48.2
25.5
14.5
28.2
s0.3
27.3
22.5
24.7
7.7

29.O
39.2

t . )
13.2
3 1 . 8
18 .5

138 .7

2.4
1 . 3
1 . 2

15 .9
t3.2
0.9
2.4
0.9
4 .8
1 . 6
1 . 3
2.5
4 .8
1 . 5
1 . 5
t . 2
1 . 4
1 . 8
1 . 6
1 .9
J . J

3.7
1 . 2
2 .8
1 . 3
1 . 0
1 . 3

12.7

2 .@
1.08
0.95
2. r7
2.22
r.57
2.33
o.93
2.O9
1.44
1.41
r.70
2.55
1.50
2.9
r.09
0.71
r.69
1.82
L.97

10.96
3.26
0.78
9.54
2.52
0.80
1.80
2.34
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states and Washington, D.C. Table I shows the regional distribution and
size of institution represented.

In order to update the research during 1986-87, follow-up telephone in-
terviews were conducted with forty of the original respondents. Two rep-
resentatives were selected from each size and resional catesory shown in
Table 1, e.g., two from the eastern group servinf institution-s with student
enrollments over 30,000, etc. Again, the attempt was made to have as var-
ied a representation as possible.

The original questionnaire was quite lengthy, and the research project
involved a number of widely varied issues beyond the scope of this paper.
In the telephone interviews topics were narrowed to a few pertinent ques-
tions involving departmental organization structure, current job descrip-
tions tbr catalogers, and the role that is expected of the catalog librarian.
Department heads were asked about changes that had occurred since the
1983-84 survey.

TTru CUaNGING LIBRARy SCpNT:
Sol,m Ovnnlr,r, Srlrtsttcs

The 1983-84 questionnaire was desiened to obtain statistics on overall
library staff size, the relative size of caialog departments by comparison,
and the ratio of professional to support staff. Some of these results have
been presented in other papers by the author.

Table2 gives statistics for catalog department size among the forty par-

TABLE I
Panrrcrp,q.Nrs n 1983-84 SunvBy or Acnonurc

Cnrlroc DppanrurNrs Gnoupen ny Geocupnrc
AnrA. ,c.Nn Srzr on lnsrrrurrou Srnvno

Group size East South Midwest West Unknown* Total
I I
25
25
25
20

106

3 2 3 2
4 8 6 7
4 8 8 5
7 5 7 6
7 5 4 4

25 28 28 24

30.000 or over
20.0w-29.999
15,000-19,999
10.000-14.000
Under 10,000

Total
*No postmark on refurn envelope.

TABLE 2
Cnreroc Dnpl,nrnrcNr Slzn rN

Fonry AcaosMrc LmRnruEs, 1986-87
Gnoupso ny ENnor,uvtENTs oF Ixsrrturtons Ssnvro

Largest Smallest Average
Group Prof. Sup. Prof. Sup. Prof. Sup.

30.000 and over
20,wo-29,999
15,000-19,999
10.0N-14.999

26
1 8
6.5

25
20

60
26
r7
65
l6

12.6
8 .2
4 .5
8
5

31.7
t7 . I
10
16.4
7 .7

5 5.5
t4
36
35
I2Under 10.000
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ticipants of the updated survey. Libraries are grouped by size of parent
institutions. Eight libraries are represented in each institution size category
described on the left. The figures in the first column to the right of each
description show the size of tihe largest cataloging staff represeited in that
category, the center column figures show the size of smallest staff in that
category, and the figures in the far right column show the average size of
all the departments in that category. In each set of figures, staffs are di-
vided into "professional" and "support" personnel. The figures for pro-
fessional and support under "largest" (staff) and "smallest" (staff) in
each category do not always represent the same library. For example, the
statistics ior ihe "smallesti' staff size in the "under 10,000" category are
composite statistics, representing two separate institutions. The depart-
ment with only one professional cataloger actually has six support persons,
while the library with only two cataloging support staff members has 2.5
professional catalog librarians.

The size of cataloging staffs has only a limited relationship to the size of
student bodv served. The institutions whose statistics represent the "larg-
est" staff sizes in the two smallest campus size groups serve universitids
that would popularly be called "prestigious" and support large materials
collections. This can be contrasted with the departments having very small
staffs, which usually represent public, tax-supported institutions. The
smallest staff size encountered in the entire survey, representing an institu-
tion serving more than 20,000 students, consists of one professional cata-
loger and four support staff members-surely an inadequate size by any
standards.

One issue investigated in the 1983-84 questionnaire was that of catalog
staff size changes that had occurred after libtaries joined automated cata-
loging networfs. A paper presented in 1984 discusied this issue at length.'
Results of the 1983-84 survey showed that during the preceding five years
there had been a slight overall decrease in the number of professional li-
brarians employed (about 3 percent or an average of ll5 per department)
while there was a very small overall increase in the average number of
support personnel. Among participants of the 1986-87 survey, there has
been a remarkable stability of staff sizes since 1983-84, both among_pro-
fessional and support staffs. Only one department reported a significant
reduction (staff was cut by approximately 50 percent), which occurred late
in 1983. Among the other thirty-nine, the maximum staffing change in any
one department (increase or decrease) has been two positions, and the
overall average department size is the same as in 1983-84.

This stabilization has occurred in spite of the almost universal accep-
tance of automation as a primary catalosins and catalog access tool. All of
the 106 libraries are meribers of automited cataloging-networks (the only
library not a member in the 1983-84 survey has since joined a network).
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making a total of seventeen (42.5 percent) with fully installed automated
public access catalogs. Most of the other libraries are in various stages of
planning for automated online catalogs.

OncaxrzlrroN AND REoRGANTzATToN:
STRUCTURES oF CATALoG DEPARTMEIYTS

ten support positions.
The &nalfer libraries may have no formal "catalog department";

cataToging may simply be a part of "technical services,-' which in
itself is a very small operation. Two technical services departments
have only one professional catalog librarian on the staff. These li-
brarians also function as "head of cataloging " and supervise the sup-
port staff.

Organizations with more than one catalog librarian often designate
one professional as a functional "head of cltaloging, " or "head cat-
aloger. " This person may be in charge of administrative supervisory
responsibilities for the entire cataloging staff. Or s/he may function
as a "cataloging coordinatot" ot "principal cataloget," being the
person responsible for cataloging decisions, while for administrative
matters all cataloging personnel report to the head of technical ser-

catalogng and so-called copy catalogrng.
The definition of what is considered copy cataloging varies slightly

among catalog departments. It usually denotes bibliographic records
in national networks such as OCLC that can be accepted with little or
no change. Some departments limit such records fo those from Li-
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brary of Congress MARC tapes; others include certain member-

The smallest department with a formal copy cataloging section re-
oorted a staff of four orofessionals and five support persons.

3. bepartments with muitiple formal subdivisions. A,t l^east sixteen (40
percent) of the departments have more complex structures than those
described above. Complexity is not necessarily limited to larger or-
ganizations; staff sizes in this category range from three to twenty-
five professionals and from five to sixty-five support positions.

Further subdivision beyond the original/copy cataloging split may
contain more than one formally organzed support staff group, more
than one formally organized professional group, or be a combination
of both.

Departments with large groups of support staff may subdivide per-
sonnel into several sections, with the copy-cataloging group being

tomated public access catalogs).
Departments with several professional catalogers may be formally

divided either by subject specialties, cataloging by format, or a com-
bination of both. These specialty units, or ''clusters, " sometimes in-
clude one or more support staff members in the group who may do
some high-level modified cataloging or even original cataloging un-
der supervision.

The cluster pattern seems to be a less popular method of organua-

some support staff were also assigned to each subsection.
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MINIcnnrer, RESPoNSIBILITIES_
YBs on No, THEN AND Now

A major role: 18 45%
A limited role: 10 25%
No supervision: l0 25%
No other professional on cataloging staff: 2 5%
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By way of explanation, in few departments do all catalogers supervise.
Those listed in the "limited" category include departments in which only
one or two professional assistants are entrusted with administrative re-

three cases the exact reporting structure of the copy cataloging group can-
not be determined from the interview.

Departments with multiple subdivisions usually have some professional

occurred. Eighteen departments did report a "major" supervisory role for
catalog libraiians, butTor eleven of those there had been little change since
1983-84. (Six of those eleven, however, had added increasing responsibil-
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ing split. OnIy one respondent reported a recent major supervisory role
created for catalogers where none previously existed: reorganization
brought about the formation of professional and support departmental
units, each ofwhich is supervised by a professional cataloger.

Limited supervisory roles were reported by ten departments. In seven
cases there has been little change since 1983-84. Three have added some
supervisory responsibilities: (1) catalog librarians now supervise student
assistants; (2) a professional heads a recently formed copy cataloging
group of support staff; (3) one head of a small department, who formerly
supervised eleven people, both professional and support, said that the ad-
dition of a professional assistant who supervises monographic cataloging
has had a significant positive effect upon the efficiency of their operation.

No supervisory responsibilities exist for professional subordinates in ten
departments, not including the two organizations in which the department
head is the only professional cataloger on the staff. Nine of these ten had no
supervisory duties at the time of either survey. In one case previous super-
visory duties have been removed: the library that reorganized completely
around units of subject bibliographers. Each unit is headed by a profes-
sional librarian, but at the time of the interview no catalog librarians had
been selected to head the units.

To summarize overall supervisory changes reported among the forty
participants of both surveys during a time frame of nearly a decade, sixteen
departments (40 percent) had increased supervisory/managerial responsi-
bilities, two (5 percent) had decreased responsibilities (in one case elimi-
nated them), eighteen (45 percent) reported little or no change, and four
others (10 percent) did not provide supervisory information on the earlier
questionnaire but reported no changes since 1983-84.

Not all catalog department heads believe that the future role of the rank-
and-file catalog librarian should be managerial. One administrator, when
asked if his professionals are involved in supervision, replied: "No, we're
careful about that. " His feeling is that supervisory activities are disruptive
and that librarians should concentrate on "professional" activities.

Another interviewee, when asked if there is a trend for catalogers to as-
sume managerial positions, replied: "No-there is still a homiin the li-
brary for regular catalogers. "

Department heads frequently refer to professional catalog librarians as
"resource persons. " They are often involved in training support staffand
consulted for special problems. One administrator described his profes-
sional staff in this way: "We don't supervise-we coordinate, we work
together. " In his department both librarians and support staff cooperate in
goal-setting and establishing priorities.

The author's conclusion is that managerial changes are being considered
frequent$ and occurring slowly. Automation itself does not seem to be the
major contributing factor. The heavy use of existing catalog records in au-
tomated networks may actually simpliff the delegation of supervisory re-
sponsibilities to paraprofessionals. The libraries that have effectively used
catalog librarians in supervisory roles likelv will continue to do so. Those
that hive not may slowly add these duties, oi they may redefine the profes-
sionals' role in another direction: that of research or more indirect "mana-
gerial" aspects such as planning and training.
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BBLIOGRAPHIC RECORDS-
WHOSE RTSPONSTSILITY?

volving support staff in higher levels of cataloging.

TABLE 3
Cere'roc Drpanrupllr Jos AsstcxlueNrs

ln Fontv AcnPnnrrc LrsnA'Rrgs

Prof.OnlY Both - -SuPPort OnlY
Survey Date No. " % No. % No' %

O ri g inal D e s c riptiv e Catalo ging

1983-84 26 65.0
1986-87 24
Assigning Call Numbers

60.0
12 30.0 2
t4 35.0 2

13 32.5 0
t4 35.0 0

11 27 .5  0
14 35.0 0

5 .0
5 . 0

As s i gni n g Subj ect H eadi n gs

1983-84
1986-87

1983-84
1986-87

1983-84
1986-87

27 67.5
26 65.0

29 72.5
26 65.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

Adapting Member Input Cataloging
8 20.0
4 10.0

26 6s.0
30 75.O

6 15 .0
6  15 .0

Copy Cataloging
1983-84 | 2.5 12 30.0 27 67 '5
tgSa-8t o 0.0 9 22-s 3L 77 '5
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Braden's survev also found that strictlv "orisinal catalosing" has been
primarily a profeisional assignment. Up6n firsiobservatio"n tfr'e 1977 sv-
vey group might appear more innovative than those represented in the later
surveys: in1977 between 56.6 and 59 percent of catalog departments used
professional catalogers only for what is described as "cataloging without
copy," compared with 60 to 65 percent for the later surveys. However,
Braden's 1977 survey included a cataloging level not used in this author's
queries: "professional plus support staff for verification. " If statistics for
this category are combined with "professional catalogers on-|y," between
83 and 88 percent of the 1977 participants relied mainly on professional
catalogers for creating original records.

Among participants involving both professional and support staff for
original descriptive cataloging (or copy without cataloging) Braden's 1977
survey shows between 12 and 15 percent; the 1983-84 and 1986-87 sur-
veys show 30 and 35 percent, respectively. All three surveys show that
oniy a very small percentage oilibraries have relied solely on support staff
for creating completely original records-Braden's survey had none,
while two departments in the authof 's surveys reported that support staff
do all original descriptive cataloging.

Adaptive cataloging, or that of modifying bibliographic records to con-
form with local practice, is more often delegated to support staff under
supervision, with only problem material being referred to catalog librari-
ani. In Braden's survey, between 2l and23 pircentreported usin! profes-
sionals only. If this figure is combined with those departments using "pro-
fessional plus support staff for verification" the figures are between 35 and
50 percent. Among 1983-84 survey participants, 20 percent of partici-
pants used professionals only for adaptive cataloging; in 1986-87 this
practice was reduced to 10 percent.

The majority of departments involve both professionals and support
staff at this level. Braden's 1977 study shows figures between 43 aid 47
percent; among 1983-84 participants nearly two-thirds used both, and by
1986-87 three-fourths ofthe participants did so. Few have relied solely on
support staff for all adaptive cataloging; interestingly, all three surveys,
covering a ten-year span, show almost the same percentages throughout:
1977 reports 13 percent, while both the later surveys show 15 percent-
this in spite of the near-universal agreement that the quality of cataloging in
cooperdtive online networks has i-mproved over the past decade.

As expected, most catalog departments give the major responsibility of
copy cataloging-those records that can be accepted with little, if any,
modifrcation-to support staff. At this level few of the participants in the
author's studies use professionals only; the majority use support staff only,
under supervision. Braden's study is difficult to compare, since it breaks
down certain types of Library of Congress records (same edition, different
edition, cataloging-in-publiiation). Ilumping thesecategories together, in
1977 from28 to 62 percent used both professional and support, a nearly
equal number used support staffonly, and 10 percent or less used profes-
sionals only. In the author's survey, one library used professional cata-
logers only in 1983-84; in the latter survey none did. Meanwhile, the shift
in responsibility toward using support staff only rose from 67.5 percent in
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variation in that italics are used for see also tefetences and other instruc-
tions to the user. (5) Punctuation is applied intelligently and consistently,
e.g., semicolons separate terms to whith a user is r-9!e-q9d, and quotation
mlrks are used to ciarifi, certain headings, e.g., "With" notes. (6) Capi-
tal:uation of main headings and lowerdasing of subheadings (except for

cases. Two examples:

Square brackets, use of
- in description
- with uniform titles

Words or phrases
- in entry under initials
- with statements of responsibility

complex entries span several columns or Page-s, however, this assumption
is no:t warranted. Those who have worked with card catalogs know the ad-
vantages of telling a user right up front: there m9y !e_a more specific or
relate-<l term for the topic you are seeking. The 1988 British standard on
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indexing r-nake.s a similar point at rul_e.5 . 5 .?.1 , and Bakewell presumabry
realized the advantage of applying this principle in the revis'ed index tlr
AACR2.

Ilrorxnrls MATTTR
AND SYNDETIC STRUCTT]RE

nce on the format of indexes but are of
e what should and what should not be
d the categories of indexable matter in
r the indexes of both editions enumer-
d, o.9., "examples are not indexed. "

Bakewell made conscious choices in the area of indexable matter. but his
omissions create difficulty for the novice cataloger.

The index uses the spelialized terminology it eeCnZ. Most indexing
manuals recommend that terms in the index match those in the text, but ii
many cases, Bakewell does not provide a reference from the popular term
likely to pe 99gght by the user bf ttre code. A glaring omission from the
index to the 1978 edition was a reference from {ubtitlis to other title infor-
mntion. This has been rectified in the 1988 Revision, but was far more
important during the transitionftomAACRI to AACI?2. A reference from
Defective copies to Imperfections is lacking in the new edition as well. A
cataloger not finding the former term in thelndex might be hard pressed to
come up wltn the synonym.

. N.oncltalggers have even more diffrculty with the index. In teaching in-
dexing, I ask my_students to prepare a bibliographic reference to a peri-ooi
cal article ac99rd!1g to AACM (for the purpbse of comparison with other
standards). "Bibliographic reference'tis clearly a uieless term in the
code; a search on "Periodicals" in the index leads us to Serials, none of
the subheadings of which seem promisine; Articles is a headins. but onrv
in the sense of a, on , and the . Much as ttislite spoonfeeding,"I'must tefl
the students to search the index under Analytics td find a modll of a refer-
ence to a periodical article in AACR2 format.

The index has a great many upward see refetences, i.e., references from
concrete terms to the broad categories under which AACR2 subsumes
them, e.g., Counts see Titles of honour, nobility, address, etc. There
are also numerous see also references to superordinate terms in the form
Flip charts for other rules see Graphic materials.

In certain-cases, the see refetences are misleading. Non-roman scripts
see Romanization suggests thatthe latter is to be employed whenever non-
S9-- scripts are encountered. AACM dictates otherwise, although the
Library of congress does not always follow its recommendations in this
legard. AACR2'srule 1.7 A3, which calls for the use of non-Roman scripts
in notes, is unindexed, even under the slanted term Romanization.

The 1988 Revision has the useful cross-reference Two ormore . . . see
Multiple,_bgt an incomplele array under the latter heading. There are en-
tries lor Multiple places of publi-cation and Multiple puSlishers, but not
for "Multiple terms of availability. " The handling oT the latter is illus-
trated in rule 3.8D1 (cartographic materials), whi-h is unindexed under
the general heading Terms of availability. There is an entry for Two
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works issued together, uniform titlep, but no reference to the rule for
Oesiiiption oi suEh pubiications (l.1G2.in the 1978 edition, 1.1G3 in the
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metry of the rule numbering structure of AACR2 confirms that the former
locator is warranted. This symmetry provides important clues to an in-
dexer and should have served as a check on the completeness of the index.

CHIIN INDEX Srnucrunn

The index complements rather than replicates the structure of the text.
The user is referred to the general rule for the sought topic; specific aspects
of the topic are not analyZed. For example, the-heading Tille and state-
ment of responsibility area sends us to rule 1. 1, and the index does not
analyzethe specific topics dealt with in the several pages on which this rule
is elaborated. This practice is based on the principle_of chain indexing,
which Ranganathan developed for classlfied catalogs,'but which J. Mills
explained riay also be applied to books.'Chain indExing is economical of
space but assumes that the index user understands the structure of the work
as well as that of the index.

To illustrate: a reasonable question for a novice cataloger is ' 'What if the
title page has no named author?'' A search of Statements of responsibil-
ity in the index to AACR2 (in itself a sophisticated step) reveals a lengthy
array, but no subheading such as "lack of" or "missing. " This is because
the leneral rule for suclistatements is 1.lF-for which-the index provides
an entry-but the specific rule is in 1.1F2, a subclass of the former, and an
entry for this would violate the principles of chain indexing. There is an
apparent exception to the rule in the subheading:

Statements of responsibility 1.lF
- as part of title proper 1.182,1.1F13

This is not a true exception to chain indexing procedure, however, as it
would be misleading to index an aspect of a topic treated in a rule other than
that for the main heading without indicating that that aspect is also dis-
cussed within the primary rule. This subtlety of chain indexing is surely
unknown to most AmericancataTogers. @ritish students of 71brary science
have more exposure to the interplay between classification and indexing.)
Moreover, Lack of title is an omnibus reference (a see rcference to multi-
ple terms) in the index, instructing the user to search for the subheading
"lack of" under such headings as Title proper. By analogy, a cataloger
might reasonably search for "Statements of responsibility, lack of. "

CONCT,USToNS AI\D RECoMMENDATIONS

AACR2 is a complex code to index. No human indexer, and certainly no
computer, could think of all the common and technical terms that cata-
logers are likely to seek in its index. The index to the 1988 Revision is more
generous with entry vocabulary (cross-references from synonyms) than
the first; presumably catalogers have over the past decade pointed out
missing terms to Mr. Bakewell.

The conscious omissions of the indexer and his choice of structure create
diffrculties for users of the code. Enhancing chain indexing through sup-
plementary analysis of broad headings would surely "save the time of the
user"-another one of Ranganathan's conceptual contributions to librari-
anship, and certainly a primary purpose of indexing.
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In terms of length (48 out of 62}pages in the 1978 edition; 53 out of 677
pages in the 1988-ediiion), the standard guideline that an index should con-
itiiute about 5 percent ofihe text is exceeded, but it shou-ld be.noted that the
index features a larger typeface than is generally used for this section of a
book. so the percentaee inav be smallei than it seems. It may be argued,
*ot"buer, thit a "legil" code that has very little excess unindexable ver-
biage should have ariindex that approaches the code in length.

Tie index to AACR2 would be 6nhanced by the following types of revi
sions, additions, and changes in its structure and format:

I. Indexable Matter
1. Review the code to ensure that all rules have been completely

and consistently indexed, using the parallel numbering of re-
lated rules as a clue.

2. Review the illustrative notes for indexable cataloging concepts
that might be perceived as bibliographic-conditions. - .

3. Index e-xamp16s selectively: includeheadings affected.UV g tot:
change, uniiorm titles for iiturgical works, and distinctive head-
ings ivhose superordinate category may be difficult to identify.

il' t{.\{:{:03"#f{f:::f3io,. - r"r"."nce s rrom c u rrent and super-
seded cataloging terminology, as well as corresponding terms
from other bianitres of librarianship and the field of indexing.

2. Analyzeheadings that refer to lengthy ryles, to allow the user to
pinpoint a specihc subrule through the index.

Ill. Formnt
l. Add continuation headings, where required, to recto pages and

the second column on eaih page, to facilitate orientation of the
index user.

2. Review subheadings begir
ing on the keyword or try
svntactic connection with

Brieflisti oferrata and addenda to
the above list of recommendations en
numerous additions to the index. It ir
be undertaken at this time. It is hoped
edition of Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules't
suggestions worthy of implementation and that
g#Erously allot additional space to the index to enhance access to the text.

Until AACR3 appears, catalogers are advised to annotate the index in
their copies of lAtpZ to facilitlte returning to a specific rule once it has
been found by a multistep search.

1 .

2 .

3 .

RnrrnrNcBs
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J. Mills, "Indexing a Classification Scheme," The Indexer 2:z$0-48 (Autumn 1960).
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rials decreases, and in general, libraries are able to expand and enhance
services.

The circulation system that the library purchased to handle patron regis-
tration files, reserve book room functions, notices, and billing, as well as
circulation, now is providing reference staff with online catalog-ty-pe in-
formation and, in some instances, is serving as an online catalog for the

staff is continually identiffing new uses for the system.
Imolementine a orosram to accommodate these pending changes is sel-

dom fiscusseA.-trlere-are a few articles that detaii how t-o ease staff into

search OCLC? Does it make sense for the selection staff or bibliographers
to be attached to technical services merely because the ordering tools used
to be located in that department? Isn't it better to have them working with
the reference staff, faculty, and patrons, accessing the online reference

taken. Job analysis is a common tool, used by all types of organizations to
determine manpower allocation, and your personnel department can assist
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with a job analysis or manpower assessment program.
Manpower planning involves the assessment of job requirements, con-

ductedbbjectively anilunemotionally, using inforniation on job duties and
responsibilities. Manpower planning has an impact on short- and long-
range planning. Effective use of personnel affects the ability to ensure
qualrty service. It is important when any organizational change is under
way, including automation. Development of programs, additional ser-
vices, or decreases in programs and services all impact staff. To allocate
personnel adequately, it is important to know what tasks individual staff
members perform and to ask (1) are the right numbers and kinds of people
doing the things we need to have done? and (2) are we properly using peo-
ple? Ajob analysis can be conducted by an outside consultant, by a staff
committee with the assistance of the personnel department, or by the per-
sonnel department with assistance from staff. As with all change, staff in-
volvement is critical for the success of the program.

There are three basic methods of iob analysis-interviewing of individ-
ual staff members, observing the a6tivities bf staff membersfand having
individual staff members complete a questionnaire. Each method has its
pros and cons, and the method selected will frequently be tied to the type of
analysis done (consultant, personnel department, or library staff). Regard-
less of the method of analysis, it should include:

o A list of duties, with a brief explanation and percentage of time per-
formed per week. An additional list can be compiled of duties done at
larger iritervals, such as on a quarterly or montilly basis.

o Identification of the most complex task performed and why the indi-
vidual thinks this is the most complex task.

o Disagreeable working conditions. This can frequenfly include envi-
ronmental conditions but, in the case of managers, can involve inter-
personal relations, communications, etc.

o Tools. equipment necessary to perform iob. includins professional
tools-AAC-M, computer trirmirial, micrdcomputer, L1SH, etc.

. Supervision received and the kind of supervision-direct or general.

. Supervision given-who the individual supervises, including job ti-
tle(s) for the supervisee(s).

o Who the individual interacts with and the percentages of time in-
volved.

After the employee has completed the job analysis survey, the form
should be revieweil with the edrployee's i"mmeAiafe supervidor. The re-
view will serve two purposes: first, verification of tasks, equipment, etc.,
and second, the supervisor will see how individual employees define their
jobs. Even if there is no reallocation of tasks, the job analysis can aid the
supervisor in directing the employee.

Once the information is verified, the evaluator should look for some
common threads, peculiarities, etc. For example, if the formal supervisor
of the circulation staff is the adult services librarian, but the cirbulation
staff spends 50 percent of their time discussing problems and issues with
the technical services supervisor, you had better take a closer look at what
they are discussing and why. This thread has appeared in many libraries
that have automated circulation functions. Job analysis may discover that
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decisions.
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Figure 1. Pasadena Public Library Reorganization
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contact your local Geac office today.
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CAalo gin g B ooks : A Workb o ok of Ex-
amples. By William E. Studwell and
David V. Loertscher. Englewood,
Colo.: Libraries Unlimit&. 1989.
201p. paper, $14 U.S.; $17 else-
where (ISBN 0-87287-641-1). Two
answer diskenes. $28.50.
A wonderful tool for teachers and

The right-hand page ofeach example
contains what the authors call "foius

20, LCC, LCSH, or Sears 13. in the
space provided.

The right-hand page also contains the
relevant MARC tags for each record.
These MARC tagging workforms con-
tain only variable fields, not fixed
fields. While the lack of fixed fields
probably would not be a disadvantage
for cataloging students in l ibrary
school, it co-uld-be a disadvantage in thi:
training of new catalogers in 6e field
since practicing catalogers must be
knowledgeable about the fixed as well
as the variable fields.

The flexibility of this workbook is
enhanced for the instructor bv the fact
that the publisher offers a corirplete set
of answers on computer disk. The an-
swer disks, sold separately from the
workbook, are available for IBM, Ap-
ple II, and Macintosh computers. The
authors have arranged the answers in
almost every conceivable manner. al-
lowing the instructor great flexibiliiy in
preparing full or partial sets of answers
or, because the disks are used in con-
junction with a commercial computer
program such as WordPerfect, in up-
dating the answers to reflect current
cataloging changes.
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I think cataloging instructors and
trainers will find this workbook very
useful in teaching cataloging of books
and the MARC book format. I hope
that the authors will in the future com-
pile a similar workbook for cataloging
nonbook materials.- Beth Jacoby,
University of Delaware, Newark.

Acquisitians Management and Collec-
tion Devel.opment in Libraries. 2d
ed. By Rose Mary Magrill and John
Corbin. Chicago: American Library
Assn., 1989. 285p. $27.50 (ISBN 0-
8389-0513-D. LC 89-6784.
Collection development, as a con-

cept, a conscious process, and a sys-
tematic library activrty separate from
acquisitions, has attracted attention in
the literature only recently. It is, as the
authors of this work point out, "one of
the most discussed but least understood
areas of librarianship. " This book, the
second edition of a 1984 ALA publica-
tion, goes far toward explaining the
fundamentals of collection develop-
ment and its interrelationship with ac-
quisitions work while also providing an
overview of the management of library
acquisitions programs in public, aca-
demic, and special libraries.

The book's organization is straight-
forward, following exactly that of the
first edition. Three chapters on collec-
tion development, including an over-
view of issubs and a discussion of inter-
nal and external influences, policies,
and the organization of collection de-
velopment work, are followed by eight
on acquisitions procedures, including
bibliographic searching, vendor plans,
out-of-orint orderine. nonbook materi-
als, seilals, special- acquisitions, and

tion development, the automation of
acquisitions work, acquiring audio-
visual materials, problems of foreign
acquisitions, the electronic delivery of
information, and various methodolo-
gies for collection assessment, etc.),
makes this work an effective textbook.
The bibliographies, which together
constitute several hundred entries,
would, however, be more easily used
were they combined at the end of the
book.

The principal strength of this work is
that it is a comprehensive orientation to
collection development and acquisi-
tions work. We have here, in one vol-
ume, a guide to procedures and work
flow, an objective consideration of the
advantages and disadvantages of differ-
ent approaches not just to acquisitions
methods but also to collection evalua-
tion and many other important aspects
of our work, and a basic reference
source on issues facing collection
building in all types of libraries. The
second edition has been updated to con-
sider the impact of automation on ac-
quisitions procedures and the changes
in collection development brought
about bv electronic sources and new
means of access to information. Al-
though the elusive question of the na-
ture of the bibliographer's work, that
is, what specifically a collection
builder does, is not explicifly treated
here. the context is established and the
bibliographies offer many leads to
those frho might consider- collection
development work as a career.

In conclusion, Magrill and Corbin
have given us a well-researched and
clearly written work that integrates
fundamental information on acquisi-
tions and collection development in
various library settings with discussion
of the newest challenges facing us. It
will be used as a text for students, as a
handbook for new members of the pro-
fession. and as a reference tool for
more seasoned librarians. -Deborah
Jakubs, Duke University, Durham,
North Carolina.

Aatomated Authority Control in ARL
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Centre for Bibliographic Manage-
ment, Bath University Library,
1989. 56p. paper, f10 U.K.; fi2

garding the production and use of bib-
liographic information. Author Lorcan

cause they support all the functions per-
formed by publishers, booksellers, and
Iibraries. This is not an analysis ofthe
MARC formats but a gener alized
tracking of automation in Britain's pub-

helpful, also included are local acro-
nymns, procedures, and conditions:
references to unaccompanying docu-
mentation; and nonrelevant-minutes of
c.oqrruSgg meetings. In several places
the legibility is poor due to photocopy-
lng ot dot-matrix text. The novice to
automated. authority control may also
be disillusioned to iearn how limited it
is due to the technological constraints
of vendor-supplied sy:stems. Another
drawback to thlis maniral is that it does

brary, Indianapolis.

Biblingraphic Records: Use of Datn
Elements in the Book Wortd. Bv
Lorcan Dempsey. BNB Research
Fund Report,ho.40. Bath, England:
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lishins houses, booksellers, and li-
brariei; a superficial listing ofusers for
the bibliographic record; and a com-
parison of the uses among the three
groups.

Dempsey's focus is primarily on bib-
liographic description, content descrip-
tion, and subject data. He notes that all
records need common descriptive ele-
ments for identification but that pub-
lishers and booksellers have been most
in need of content description to sup-
port the promotion and selection of
books. The library world has been in-
creasinslv interested in incorporating
content"description into biblitigraphii
records and in enhancing subject ac-
cess. The data elements appropriate to
these three descriptive areas are con-
sidered in light of the various functions
performed by publishers, booksellers,
and libraries. The result is a matrix,
which also indicates the level of impor-
tance of each data element.

Some key aspects of bibliograPhic
control are not included in the study-
the control of holdings for resource
sharing, for instance, or questions such
as timeliness of records, or costs and
mechanisms of access to records.
Nonetheless, it is a useful overview.
Particularly important is the consider-
ation of standard setting and systems
description that goes beyond discussion
of library needs only and takes aspects
of the lareer information industry into
account.lsz zanne Striedieck, North
Carolirn State University, Raleigh.

Cost-Effectiv e Technical Servic e s :
How to Track, Manage, and JustifY
Internal Operations. Ed. by Gary
M. Pitkin. New York: Neal-
Schuman, t989. 292p. paper,
$39.50 (ISBN 1-s5570-041-1). LC
89-12229.
The content of Cost-Effective Tech-

nical Services is based on a 1986 Re-
sources and Technical Services Divi-
sion (RTSD) preconference to the
American Library Association (ALA)
Annual Conference, with additional in-
formation incorporated by the editor.
The book is intended as "a response to

the pressing need to solve the complex
problems oT achieving and maintaining
iost-effective technical services"
(p.v), by answering the questions,

"How can a manager best utilize cost-
effectiveness studies? How is cost-
effectiveness determined? How is
proper methodology applied, and why
is ii necessarv? What have other li-
braries done io monitor and contain
costs? Should standards be devel-
oped?" (p.v).-The 

book has three sections, each
with an introduction, as well as a bibli-
osraphy and two indexes. The first sec-
ti6n, "ihe Need for Costing: A Neces-
sity or Superficiality?" presents three
articles about cost study methods, ap-
plications, and analyses, with five short
iesponses to issues raised in the papers.
Th6 second section contains eight de-

The annotated subject bibliography
covers library literature published from
1970 through 1988 concerning cost
methods ana apPlications, with se-
lected citations to business and eco-
nomics literature. There is both a gen-
eral index and an index to the authors of
publications listed in the bibliography.

Cost analysis in librarianship and
oarticularlv in technical services is not
in unstudied area, as is emphasized by
the 3 l3-item bibliography, which itself

recent cost studies, or insightful to the
literature. There is always an adminis-
trative requirement to steward human
and other resources well. Administra-
tors who manage libraries using data
analysis, especially in technical areas,



have a variety of valid theoretical and
methodological sources from which to
proceed and are aware of the applica-
tions and limitations involved. We are
beyond hypothetical models that con-
descendingly and contradictorily de-
clare "Other staff misht have been
transferred, but these people were re-
tained in cataloguing because they were
useful and/or well-liked, and they car-
ried the basic load for the operation"
(p.3s).

Revisiting existing information is in-
effective for both persuaded and unper-
suaded readers. Instead, librarians
must now resolve the diffrcult ques-
tions (including several raised here by
Paul Kantor) involved in the overall
quality of service we provide to pa-
trons, such as the cost-benefit of imme-
diate or remote access to information.
the cost of overlooked or outdated in-
formation to research. or the cost of
reference service error. We should be
well beyond such oblivious declara-
tions as "There are many ways to clas-
siff a library's activities, birt from a
costing point of view, a simple two-
category classification is enough: ser-
vice and support activities, and mission
activities. The librarv itself consumes
the outputs of servici and support ac-
tivities; the library's users consume the
outputs of mission activities. Book ac-
quisition is one of the former; reference
service is one of the latter" (p.10).

The audience for this book will be li-
brarians and library school students
who are not immersed in the existing
literature and librarians who build ex-
haustive collections in librarianship. Its
usefulness to those conversant with
professional issues is in the conven-
ience of the bibliography.-Charlona
C. Hercley, University of Colorado at
Boulder.

Music Cataloging: The Bibliographic
Control of Printed and Recorded
Music in Libraries. By Richard P.
Smiraglia. Englewood, Colo.: Li-
braries Unlimited, 1989. xxri, 222p.

LRTS . 34(j) o Book Reviews l4ll
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$35 U.S.; $42 elsewhere (ISBN 0-
87 287 425 -7). LC 88-27 222.
Not to be confused with the author's

Cataloging Music: A Manual for Use
with AAcR2, 2d ed. (Lake crystal,
Minn.: Soldier Creek Press, 1986),
which, as the dog-eared copY at hand
reveals, is truly an essential and practi-
cal manual for current cataloging prac-
tice, this later work is a milestone in the
literature of music librarianship: an ex-
tended historical and theoretical treat-

phy" (p. 2O3-2W), which together sat-
isff a need long felt by those few who
teach and write in this field.

Written in clear prose primarily as a
textbook "desiened to introduce the
field of music citaloging to students of
music librarianship, students of cata-
loging, and/or music librarians, or gen-
eril c-ataloeers who find themselves in
need ofa bisic explanation ofthe prev-
alent practices in the bibliographic con-
trol of music materials" (Preface,
p.xi), it is easy to recommend this book
io both the beginning and the advanced
music cataloger. Although the intro-
duction does provide an overview of
the subiect, the author assumes a
"good giounding in bibliographic con-
trol," and als,o an "understanding of
the history, theory, and performance of
Western art music," as well as a sym-
pathy for other kinds of music.^ 

Tlie first three chapters concern de-
scriptive cataloging and access, the
nexf three, subject analysis (including
classification systems), and the last
four, issues of information manipula-
tion and retrieval (including content

cation and Cataloging, " written for the
Music Library Asiociation's Manual of

practices because ofthe ubiquitous use-of 
national databases requiring stan-

dardization of these practices. Equally
sisnificantlv. the topic has matured to
mErit book--iength treatment. The li-
brary community is fortunate to have
been so well served bY this author.

Smiraglia regards this work as a trea-
tise, even a manifesto, urging the for-
mulation of empirical understanding
and testable theories about the biblio-
graphic control of music materials
Iea<iing to more appropriate design _of
computer-based retrieval systems for
music. To that end, areas for further re-
search are noted throughout the vol-

Library Association to provide both in-
centive and forum foi these discus-
sions, a further indication of the seri-
ousness of his mission. As a member of
the faculty at Columbia University's
School of Library Service, he already
is seeing to it that his students pioneer
in these studies. We await the results
with sreat interest.-Mary Wallace
David-son, Eastman School of Music,
Universiry of Rochester, New York.

Operations Handhook lor the Small- 
Academic Library. Ed. bY Gerard B.
McCabe. The Greenwood LibrarY
Management Collection. WestPort,
Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1989.
349p. $49.95. (ISBN o-3r3-2@74-
0) .  Lc 88-34811.
McCabe's Operations Handbook for

the Small Academic Libraryis designed
as a companion to his The Smaller Aca-
demic Library: A Management Hand-,
book (published in 1988, and reviewed
in LRTS 33 (1989):91-92), and has a
similar arrangement. It is divided into
seven parts, riith trventy-seven individ-
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ual chapters; most, but not all, of the
contributors are librarians with back-
ground in small academic libraries. Of
the seven parts, all but the section on
public services have some relevance
for technical services librarians.

The first section on administration is
directed primarily at head librarians.
However, Fdward D. Garten's chapter
on cost data works with issues that af-
fect all of us; for example, his section
on ''Costing an Additional WorHoad"
discusses costing gifts and gives sam-
ple proposals and tables to present to a
college administration.

In the section on personnel, D. E.
Williams's chapter, "Designing Jobs
for Changing Libraries," is especially
insightful. He warns against aping the
hierarchies of large academic and re-
search libraries-while reorganization
is an obvious means of dealing with
new technologies, too many hierar-
chies may be awkward and confusing
within a small staff. Moreover, library
positions must be continually redefined
as the persons within them develop
skills and maturity and as the work en-
vironment changes. The other person-
nel chapters, covering recruitment of
librarians, staff training, and student
workers, do not cover new ground, but
may still be helpful in their cornmon
sense approaches.

Some of the chapters on technical
services includebasic discussions of in-
formation already known to most prac-
ticing technical services librarians;
however, those on allocation formulas
and conservation programs are infor-
mative. D. G. Schappert's chapter on
allocation formulas demonstrates a
profound understanding of the realities
of small campus politics; moreover,
while he does not promote any one for-
mula, he thoroughly discusses the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of several.
C. T. Naslund is convincing in her ar-
guments that small-scale conservation
programs-including disaster plan-
ning-are possible and necessary even
within strict budgetary constraints.

The chapters on technology, espe-
cially that on electronic book ordering,

are unfortunately, though predictably,
already out-of-date. However, the the-
oretical and background information
remains useful.

The five chapters on materials selec-
tion present a perceptive assessment of
collection selection and management,
and of the important role of college fac-
ulty in those frocesses. Again, riost of
the information is not new; in fact,
some of the chapter on "Selecting
Monographs" was already treated in
earlier chapters on "Allocation For-
mulas" and "Conservation Pro-
grams." J. A. Hastreiter's chapter,
u Guidelines for Periodical Acquisition
and Budget Control," has a lively dis-
cussion ofthe constant need for evalua-
tion and reevaluation oftides. and vari-
ous approaches to deselection. While
the chapters on periodical acquisition
are informative, all overlap to some ex-
tent. Media selection is discussed
within the framework of an overall col-
lection development policy.

The handbook concludes with R. S.
Karp's excellent bibliographic essay
that "summarizes the major changes
and choices that are the reality of aca-
demic librarianship today" (p.313),
and, in fact, summarizes the book it-
self. Each chapter also includes useful
bibliographical references; there is a
good index.

Like all collections. there is some un-
evenness in swle andcontent, as well as
overlaps; and some ofthe detailed fac-
tual information, especially with re-
gard to the newest technology, is al-
ready dated. However, within these
caveats, the Operations Handbook wtll
serve as a reference source for library
school students and other librarians in-
terested in the small academic library,
or for librarians interested in exploring
areas outside their own expertise. Most
academic library literature continues to
be geared toward large university and
research libraries; McCabe is to be ap-
plauded for his second addition to the
work of librarians in small academic
environments.-Mary Margaret Ben-
son, Linfield College, McMinnville,
Oregon.
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include the developments of the 1980s. And it's easier than ever to use.

A new manual for the classifieq more notes, andatexpanded
index help you bring order to hundreds of new topics,

Clear insffuctions and revised schedules introduce subsantial
changes in important'fields, from ancient music to computer science.

You've waited for the new Dewey Abridged, But don't wait to
order:Ttnough December 31.,7990,our special $55 offer saves you $10
off the regular $75 price. Send your order today for Abridged Dewey
DecimalClassification Edition 12, ISBN 0-910608-42-J, to Forest Press
OCLC, 5555 p runtz Road, Dublin, Ohio 43017 -07 02.

ffiililt ffi'
Publisher of the Dewev Declmal Classlftcatlon @

A diuision of OCLC Online Conxputer Library Center, Inc

orrly $65 tuough \X)I,IW



A-V
CATALOGING

GOT YOU IN A DITHER?
WE CAN HELP:

PMSC can meet your needs for
materials and professioiral cataloging.

AUDIO CATALOGING VIDEO CATALOGING
LP. Cassette. CD f

AACR2 Rules I
LC Name Authorities I

LC Subjects I
ANSCR Classification I

Cards and/or machine I
readable format

AACR2 Rules I
Complete Summaries I
LC Name Authorities I

LC Subjects I
Dewey Classification I

Cards and/or machine I
readable format

Call or write for
samPles or information:

PROFESSIONAL MEDIA SERVICE CORP.
13620 S. Crenshaw Blvd., Gardena' CA 90249

(8OO) 223-7672 In CA (800) 826- 2169 FAX 213-532'0131



CoreFiclre' means
>THOUgNDS
OF VITAL BOOKS -onmtcrcnche

>AiCCESS-v"w,?h**
r.- Corrtride means 100 pERCENT AvAttABturY - books tisted in

Stanclard library references always immediately retrle\able.

Corctriche meane Fulltext, prhary materlals - poems,
plaw;, essaw, short storles, crltlclsm - listed in Gnnger's
lnclex to Poetry, Essay & Generat Litenturc lnclex, Shoft Story.tnctex,
and other references, are available in the economic, archival, space saving
medium: microfiche O,

5
ouick access to the vast quantity of information on fiche is provided by
both specially created print inclexes and electronic searching through
PC Coreworks ta cllskette program for PCS)

CoreFiche Is the new multl-medla lnformatlon
rcsource surtabte for nbrartes
of ail slzes and buctgets!

* corcrhte: Anth ologles
Ll stect ln'On ng er's I nclex
toPoetry'
* cutlhhe BOOI6 Llste't ln
the'Essay anct Cened
Lltemture lnctex'
* cadidc:Books Llstecl ln
tne'snoft storY lndex'
* coaFtie Wodtl's Beltt Dnma

* cutlidc Llterary Cdttclsm:
ABaslcColledlon

* cue'idiet G n ng e r Conctensed -
90Anthologles lt*ecth' An nger's lnctex to tuetr y'

* c&FfdccteatAmerlcan
ancl Engllsh EssaF

* cD-ROiTcoMtNGSOON:

CD CoreUorls, a fullyinte-
g rated inclex database. ancl

i




